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/ 
.... / Over a black and white illustration showing a star-stu.dded sky, a nszng sun, a lake, 

palm trees, a fawn and t'wo children holding hands, we hear rhe persuasive, dulcet tones. 
of a woman 's voice. 

GR..A..CE'S VOICE 
Now listen carefully while I tell you a very beautiful story. 
It began many thousands of years ago, though it ended in 
only seven days. None of the things we can see now ... tb.e 
sun, the moon, the 'stars, the earth, the animals and 
plants ... not a single one existed. Only God existed, and 
so only He could have made them. And that's just what he 
did ... 

The drawing dissolves into other similar on.es while the credit tides are introduced. The 
illusrrations show scenes from the film, but sufficiently modified so as to suggest the 
essence cf che scary without giving away the key facts of the plot. 

1. THE HOUSE. FA<;ADE. EXT./DAY. 

\~ Dawn breaks 

Long distance shot of an enorm.ott.s, Victorian s-cyle house. A der.se wood spreads out 
around it. A thin, wispy lay_er of fog covers the ground. 

Only rhe whisper oj the breeze can be heard and perhaps the distant screaming of a 
seagull. · 

·' A subtitle reads: 

Jersey, the Channel Islands, 1945 

2. THE HOUSE. GRA.CE'S BEDROOi:'V!. INT./DAY. 

Close up of GR.A.CE. letting" rip a blood-c-..1.rdling scream. Suddenly, she becomes silent. 
her eyes red and staring. She takes several deep breaths in order ro regain her 
composure. As the camera pulls back, we see that she is in bed . 

. Beads of swear glisten on her forehead. 

GR..:J..CE is a very acrracrive woman. in her early chircie.s. of a somewhat delicate but, at 
tire same rime. stern appearance. She sirs ttp and anxiotc.sly r.,bs her heed. Then she 
checks the dock an her bedside mble and gees om of bed. 



Dis.solve to 

3. THE HOUSE. FA<;ADE. EXT./DAY. 
,,,,,,,,,.-----: 

The house can now be .seen more clearly in th¼rowing light. 

Three figures walk .slowly towards the main daar./ They are BERTHA. a woman of 
about su:ty, kind-faced and plea.santly plump; Mr. IVTILE, an old man in his seventies, 
lean and with a .splendid white moustache, and L'YDIA. a young girl with a melancholy 
e:.:pres.sion and a farrzway look. All three are dressed in a manner that strikes us as old
f ashioned, even for-1945. 

BERTHA. and 1TJ1TLE are laughing. 

BERTILA.. 
Ah, good old 11.r. Simpson ... whatever became of him, I 
wonder? 

ruTTI..E 
Oh, I imagine he's dea~ like all the rest. 

BERTILA.. 
(sighing) 

Ah, those were tb.e days ... 

They stop in front of the door. BERTHA. who appears to be the best dressed of the 
three, rings the doorbell and then looks her two companions up and doi,,m, as if she 
were inspecting rhem. She combs her hand through the old man's white hair. 

BERTILA.. 
Nir. Tuttle, when are you going ta learn ta comb your hair 
properly? 

TUTTLE nods a.s he raises a hand to his head. 

TUTTLE 
Oh, my hair, ay, o 'course, my hair. 

The door half opens and GRACE appears. 

BERTH.A.. 
(smiling) 

Good morning, ma'am. We've come about ... 

GR.A.CE 
Yes, of course, come in. (She opens wide che door). I 
didn 'c expect you so soon. 

BERTHA. TUTTLE and LYDIA e."':change pu=zled looks. -



GR.A.CE 
(Recher forcefully) 

Well, come~ th:n. 

4. THE HOUSE. ENTR..6,J.~CE R..U.L. INT./DAY. 

They enter the house. 'The hall has a rather dismal air about it, boasts very little 
furniture and in general seems dull and grey. However, its spaciousness and 
archite~ture are impressive. 

GR.A.CE 
(closing the door and looki.ng at BERTHA) 

You are ... ? 

•• BERTH.A. 
Bertha Gray, ma'am. And this is Edmund Tuttle. 

TUTTLE 
(politely shaking GRACE 's hand) 

Pleased to meet you, ma' am. 

GR.A.CE 
You must be the gardener. 

nrrrLE 
Ay, that's right, the gardener ... though I can turn my hand 
to most things, if needs be. 

GRACE 
Well, I'm s'are you'll find plenty to keep you busy around 
here. 

BERTHA 
And this young lady's called Lydia. 

GRACE looks the young girl up and down, making her shrink away in embarrassment. . 

LYDIA nods. 

GRACE 
~ I was hoping for someone a little more experienced. 

BERTif..A. 
Oh, don't let that baby face fool you, ma'am. She's older 
than she looks. 

GR.A..CE 
Have you had much experience of being in service? 
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GR.A..CE 
Ca., you iron? 

She nods again. 

GR.A.CE 
\\That's the matter? Has the cat got your tongue? 

The girl looks at BERTHA. as if seeking her help. 

BERTIIA 
She can't talk, ma'am. The poor girl's a mute. 

GR.A..CE 
Mute!? 

--
BERTiiA 

But she's a good little worker, ma'am, I promise you. 

GRACE 
Well, all rigb.t. To.e girl I had before talked too much 
a:nyway. Follow me. 

They cross the hall. To their n'ght is a wide, unca,peted staircase; the wooden steps 
have been worn down by years of tLSe. 

GRACE 
(to BER11iA and the girl) 

You two can sleep in the attic, at the top oftb.e stairs. (To 
TUTTLE:) You can use the shed round the back. As you 
can see, there's dust everywhere; but it's five days now 
since anyone cleaned up. 

BERTH..A.. 
Vlhat happened to the servants, madam? 

GR.A..CE 
Last Monday they all disappeared. They didn~t give me 
any notice ... they didn't even collect their wages or take 
their belongi...ngs with them. 

Thf!'J reach a side door. GR4.CE rakes out'a huge bunch of keys. 

BERTHA 
'Wny on ea.rth did chey do that? 

GRACE 
Tnere are days when this house isn't the best place to live, 
as you'll soon discover. Tnat's why l put the 
advertisement in the newspaper asking for honest, 

.. :-~:!.rd working people, as I'm sure you unde:-sta.11.d: 
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BERTHA 
Oh,· yes, ma'am. There's none more honest and 
hardworking than us, is there, 1-f.r. Tu!"i.le? 

TUTTLE 
(Absentmindedly) 

Oh, ay, we're very honest. .. 

GRACE opens the door and enters ... 

5. THE HOUSE. KITCHEN. Th"TJDAY. 
·' 

... the kitchen. It is spacious and rather more welcoming chan the rest. 

TIJTTLE 
... Alld very ... hardworking. 

GRACE.gives the old man a suspiciozLS look. as she locks the door behind her. 

GRACE 
Toe kitchen. I have brea.'lcfast at eight and the children at 
rune. Lunch is at one and_ dinner at half past seven. 

BERTiiA 
\Vhat about the master? 

Silence. For a second. GRACE seems thrown by the question, but she quickly pulls 
herself together. 

GRACE 
The master was killed in the war a year and a half ago. 
Vlhi.c:h of you does the cooking? 

BERTiiA 
I'm so sorry, madam. 

GRACE 
'Which of you does the cooking? 

BERTILA.. 
\Ve both cook. mada.rn. 

GR.A.CE 
(co LYDIA) 

Let's see, you can ca.l<e charge of cleaning tb.e bedrooms 
every day, and at least three other rooms: the dicing room, 
the kitchen, and the bathrooms ... do you understand? 

LYDIA nods vehemencly. 
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GR.ACE 
The rooms are all ve:ry large, but contain· very litde 
furniture, so they won't give you a lot of trouble. ~.:\.nd y:ou 
can prepare lunch, too. 

BERTH.A.. 
\Vb.at about me, ma'am? 

6. THE HOUSE. RA.LL - PASSAGE. INT .!DAY. 

GRACE leaves the kitchen and walks down a narrow passage towards a 
door. The servan~ follow her. 

,'• 

GRACE 
You can help her whenever she needs a hand. How old are 
you? · 

BERTHA. and MR. TUmE exchange a rather kn.owing look 

BERTHA 
Sixty-six. 

G~A..CE 
(searching among the keys 

for the righr one to open the door) 
I ass'J.rn.C you've looked after children before. 

BERTH.A.. 
Actually, ~hey're my speciality, ma'am. I adore little 
kiddies. 

GRACE opens the door and they go through ... 

7. THE HOUSE. lvfUSIC ROOl:'vL INT./DAY . 

... into the music ·room. It is completely empty, e."'Ccept for a graI:?d piano standing in the 
comer. 

G~A..CE 
You may not tru.i."l.~ that once you've met the tw"ins. They 
aren't like other children. Have you noticed what I am 
doing? (She locks che door). fa this house you must not 
open any door without first lacking the previous one. It's 
vital that you remember chis. Ber..ha, from tomorrow 
On\vards I'm le:aving the keys in your charge. 

Yes, ma'.irn. 



Silence. 

GR.A.CE 
This is the music room. That old piano was already here 
when we moved i,.-,,_ Don't let the children thump away on 
it, it sets my migraine off. Silence is something we value 
highly in this house. That's why we don't have a 
telephone, a radio or anything else that ma.1<es a lot of 
noise. Let's continue ... 

BERTIIA 
Ma'am, there's no need for you to show us round the 
whole house, we already ... 

GR.A.CE 
On the contra..-y. Be--...ause, half the time, you never know 
where you are in this house. You're quite likely to bump 
into a table, a sideboard, a door, or one of my cbildren 
playing Hide-And-Seek. 

BERTH.A.· 
What do you mean? 

GR.A.CE 
Perb.aps I'd better introduce you to the children. 

8. THE HOUSE. H.ALL. ~1./DAY. 

The group returns to the h;ll. GRACE approaches a sideboard on which there is an oil 
lamp. 

GR.A.CE 
r,t!r. Tut"Je, you can go to the garden now. You'll fii.1.d 
too ls in the shed. 

TUTTLE 
Yes, ma'a.II1. 

The old man leaves. as GRACE picks up a box of matches from beside the oil lamp. 

GRACE 
(lighcing the lamp) 

You two can start closing all the curtains. 

BERTH.A. 
Yes, ma'am. 

BERTHA gesmres to LYDIA co close che curtains of an enormous wil!dow to the right. 
while she cakes ca.re of che one:on che left. 
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Tne hall is phmged into darlotess; the only light is the dim glow of the oil lamp. 

GR.A CE moves to the foot of the staircase. The stairs disappear into the darkr."ess. 

GRACE 
Follow me upstairs. 

Rather apprehensively, BERT"dA and LYDIA begin to follow GRACE up the stairs. 

9. TirE HOUSE. 2'"0 FLOOR LA.L'<"DING. INT./DAY. 

They· ,;.each the top floor. GRACE tu.ms to the right and walks down a nan-ow passage 
until· she teaches a door. The light is so faint that it is di.JJicr.dt to make out the 
furnishings. 

GR.A.CE places the oil lamp on a small table. 

GRACE 
I'm going to wake them. Wait here. (Before entering the 
room, she turns to the servants and whispers:) ·Whatever 
you do, don't open the curtains. 

BER.11-1..A shakes her head. GR.ACE disappears into the darkness. 

BERTHA and LYDIA 's eyes meet in the flickering light of the oil lamp. The young girl 
seems a little scared. 

Over the shoe of their faces, we hear GR.ACE waking her children. 

GR.A.CE 
{off) 

Have you had a good sleep, my little angels? (Kisses) 
Come oa., time to get up. I want you to say b.ello to 
someone. 

A.l'-l"NE'S VOICE 
Are they here already? 

Yes. 

\Vhac are they like? 

GRACE 
(off) 

.A.J."fN.t.' S VOICE 

GR.A.CE 
(ofj) 

Like the rest. No beci;er, no worse. 
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-~~1'1~'S VOICE 
Are they goi..."lg co leave tlS, too? 

GRACE 
(off) 

No one's gomg to leave us. Now, come on, hands 
together. 

A.."1N'E & :N"ICHOLAS 
Blessed be, at light of day, 
Jesus, to whom now I pray. 
Blessed be the Virgin pure 
Whom I greet with faith so sure. 
Blessed be St. Josepli, too, 
F aith.ful b.usband., good and true. 
Jesus, Mary, Spotless Rose, 
Ke~ us till the day dotb. close. 

GRACE appears in the door-,vay wirh her two children, one either side. ANNE and 
NICHOLAS are about seven or eight years old. Their faces are e::rremely pale. almost 
as white as the nightgowns they are wearing. NICHOLAS rubs hi.s eyes, as if the light 
of che lamp dazzled him. 

GR.A.CE 
Tney're still half-a.sleep. 

BERTrIA. leans for.vard, resting her hands on her knees. 

BERrd.A 
What sweet'little children! 

GR.A.CE 
Well? Vlhat do you say? 

NICHOLAS 
. 'Lo. 

'Lo. 

GRACE 
No, .. low" is the noise cows ma..'i<e. Now spea..'i< properly. 

N"'ICHOLAS 
Good morning. 

l l 
----. ·········--· ··-······ 



BERTtl..A. 
Good morning, children. My name's Beri.ha and t.'us is Lydia. And what 
are you called? 

The children do not annver. 

GRACE 
Don't take all day. 

A.Nr{E 
Anne. 

1'11CHOLAS 
Nicholas. 

• • BER T.tl.A. 
Anne and Nicholas. Wnat pretty names! 

.A.!."'TNE 
Are you going to be our nanny? 

BERTrlA looks at GRACE. as though waiting for her approval. GRA.CE nods. 

BERTH.A. 
Yes, my dears. I'm your new nanny. 

GRACE 
It's time for their breakfast. Lydi~ (handing her the 
bunch of keys), go to the kitchen 'and close the shutters. 

LIDIA obeys and disappe;rs into the darkness. 

GRA.CE takes the oil lamp and walks ahead with the children, followed by BERTHA. 

GRACE 
Tne doctors were never able to find a solution. Toe 
children are photosensitive, or in other words, they're 
allergic to light. Tney must never be exposed to light 
stronger than this. Otherwise in a matter of minutes, 
they'd break out in sores and blisters and would begin to 
suffocate. It would eventually be fatal. 

BERTHA 
Good Heavens! 

GR.A.CE 
As I said before, living in this house is not easy for 
someone who's not used to it. Toe slig.i.'-itest strange sound, 
a creak. a door, a gust of wind, seems completely different 
in the dark. Aie you easily scared? Do you believe in 
ghosts and all chat r.onsense? 
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BERTI-LA.. 
No, ma'am ... not so far. 

GR.A..CE 
Good, good ... 

10. THE HOUSE. KITCHEN. INTJDAY. 

A candle lights the table in the centre of ,he kitchen. ANNE and NICHOUS, .sirring 
opposite each other, are both half-heartedly eating a slice of toast. 

EERT.fiA.stands with her back to them. in.front of the cooker. 

-. BERTHA 
Your milk's almost ready,. children. Your mother told me 
you were not ta leave a crumb. 

I don't like it. 

BERTH.A. 
{turning rowards the girl} 

What don't you like? 

Tnis toast. 

BERTH.A.. 
\Vb.ynot? •, 

Af.11'-l"E 
It tastes funny. I li.'lced it better before. 

BERTHA. 
That's because, before, somebody else made it. 

Af.l""NE 
When are they coming back? 

BERTH.A. 
They won't be coming back, .t\nne. 

"NICHOLAS 
Just like daddy . 

The children e.r:chcznge looks. BERTHA wrings her hands. The boy's remark has made 
her feel tmcomforra.bfe. 
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Silence. 

A.L"fNE 
But daddy is coming back. though. Nanny, did you know 
our father is fighti.rig in the war in France? 

NICHOLAS 
It's the World War. 

A.NNE 
I know, but he's in France. 

BERTHA. 
{tu.ming back to the cooker) 

That's enough talking ... :finish your food. 

Al'-i"NE 
(in a deliberately enigmatic tone) 

I laiow why she left. 

BERTIIA 
\Vb.a? 

A.N"N.t:. 
Tne other nanny. l\nd all the other servants. 

NICHOLAS stops chewing his toast. 

Shut up. 

N1:CHOL..A.S 
(coldly) 

Ai.'\fNE 
They couldn't stand mummy. Especially after what 
h~ppened the ot."1.er day. 

BER'THA wrns round. 

BERTH.A. 
\vnat happened? . 

She went mad. 

NICHOLAS 
Nothing happened. 

ANNE 
Yes it did. 

I .! 



J..'t.J..1.....J:"l.VJ....-....i 

No it didn't! 

At'-rNE 
Yes, it did! 

GRACE 
Quiet! 

We don 'r know exactly when, bttt GR.A. CE has entered the kiccher.. She walks towards 
the table, glaring at the children. 

GRACE 
(with resrrained anger) 

'What's going on? I want to see those plates em:ptyin less 
than a minute. And don't think for one moment that 
anything is going to cb.ange in tbis house. There'll be no 
talking at breakfast. Ever.· Is that clear? 

The children nod as they che-.v their food. 

GR.ACE 
{with a suddenly gentle, almost seductive tone) 

A..-me, what were you saying when I came in? 

A."N""NE 
(with the same smoothness) 

Nothing, mummy. 

GRACE observes her daughter in silence. She seems about to scold her, but at the la.st 
minute she checks herself.., 

GR-A.CE 
I want you dressed and ready in the srudy room by half 
past ten. Berth~ come outside a moment, I wa:.'"l.t a word 
vrith you. 

BERTI-LA.. 
Yes, ma'am. 

11. THE HOUSE. R.UL. INT./DAY. 

GRACE draws the cttnains of a large window and cums to/ace BERmA. 

GR.A.CE 
The ~osnnan comes every WecLT1.esday, but I've just 
checked arid this week he didn't. 

BERTE.A.. 
f'm afraid I don't follow. 
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GRACE takes a letcer from the pocket of her dress. 

GR.A.CE 
I left this letter in the post-box five days ago. It contains 
the .idd I intended to put in the newspaper asking for 
servants to live in. So how come you are here if th.is letter 
was never delivered? 

BERTHA. 
Oh, now I understand. \Vell, you see, ma'a.-n, that's 
exactly what I was about to explain to you when you 
answered the door and invited us in. We didn't come in 
answer to the advertisement. 

GR.A.CE 
Who sent you then? 

BERTH.A.. 
No one, madam. \Ve just came by on tb.e off chance. A 
big house like th.is needs to be looked after. by someone 
who knows the ropes. 

GRACE 
You mean you've served in a house like this one before? 

BERTH..~ 
It may come as a su....-prise, ma' am, but we did, in fact, use 
to work here. A few years ago ... and if you don't mind me 

. saying so, they were the best years of my life. Tc.at's why 
we came by, because this house means a lot to us ... a lot. 
Perhaps I'd better show you· our credentials and then you 
can decide for yourself. .. 

GR.A.CE 
No. Don't bother, it's not necessary. So, you say you 
know the house well? 

BERTHA. 
Like the back of my hand ... (Smiling) ... Well, always 
assuming the walls haven't upped and moved since then. 

For the first time, GRACE gives an almost imperceptible hint of a smile. 

GR-A.CE 
Tne only thing that moves here is the light. Fror:. one side 
to the other ... Everything changes. (Slze sighs and 
approaches che window) It's ... rather inconvenient, to say 
the least, one might almost say unbearable. .A.nd the only 
\vay of enduring it is by keeping a cool head. 
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Silence. 

BERTiiA 
Yes, :na'a.--n. 

GRACE 
I don't like ... fantasies ... strange ideas. Do you know what 
I mean? 

BERTHA 
I think so, madam. You told me before that ... 

GRACE 
My children sometimes have strange ideas, but you 
mustn't pay any attention to them. Children will be 
children. 

BERTHA. 
(somewhat confused) 

Of course, ma' am. 

GRACE 
All right, you can stay. I'll write to tb.e newspape::- anyway 
just to clear this matter up. 

GR.A.CE turns and walks off 

, BERTH.A. 
Thank you very much, ma' am. 

GR.4.CE nods her head slightly and disappears into the shadows. 

12. THE BOUSE. KITCHEN. INT./DAY. 

BERTHA. .. enters the kitchen once more a.nd begin.s to clear the cable. The children are 
drinking from their mugs. · 

.AJ."'-lN"'E 
(taking her mug from her mouth) 

It did happen. 

She carries on drin/...-i.ng. 

Fade ow. 

(~~ 13. THE HOUSE. FA<;ADE. EXT./DAY. 

Fade i11. 
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Long distance shot of the house. lvlr. TUTTLE is raking dead lecves. 

14. THE HOUSE. GRA.CE'S BEDROOM. INT.IDAY. 

Close up of GRACE screaming, as we saw in Sequence 2. She shows sigr.s of having 
cried. 

She sits up as we hear someone knock ar the door. 

BERTHA 
(off) 

Aie you feeling all rigb.t;ma'am? 

Yes. 

GRACE 
(feigning calmness) 

15. THE HOUSE. KITCHEN. Il'IT./DAY. 

As she eats breakfast. GRACE gazes into space, her e,."7)ression distorted, as if 
tormented by some thought. 

GR.A CE nods. 

BERTH.A. 
You've had that nightmare again, haven't you, ma'a.r!l.? 

GRACE 
Pass me the 'sugar, please. 

BERTHA 
(placing a sugar bowl on the table) 

Way don't you tell me about it? Sometimes it b.elps ... 

GR.A.CE 
No1 ... what I mean is ... telling a dream is almost as absurd 
as dreaming it. I'll get over it. (She looks at her watch). 
It's time to wake the children. 

BERTIL~ 
Yes, ma'am. 

16. THE HOUSE. STUDY ROOi:'YI. INT./DAY. 

GRACE and her nvo children are sitting round a small table. A candle in !he cer.cre 
sheds enough liglrrfor them ro read by. 
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1'1"1CHOLAS 
(reading) 

.. On· a certain occasion, two children called Justus ~d 
PastQr, refused to worship ... •• 

GRACE 
Just a minute. Wnere's the stress on Pf!:Stor? 

ANNE puts her hand u.p. 

Me,me,me ... 

ANN"E 
(whispering) 

-- GRACE 
No, let him answer, where's tb.e stress? 

NICHOL.A..S 
On the .. a,.. 

GRACE 
On the .. a·•. So it's pronounced ... 

N1CHOL • .:\S 
(after a moment's hesitation) 

PE:StOi. 

GRACE 
PE:Stor. No~ pastg_r. Start again. 

'N1CHOL • .:\S 
"On a certain occasion, two children, called Justus and 
P!stor, refused to worship the false gods of the Romans. 
They said: 'We are Christians and we only worship the 
true God'. Toe Roman governor tried to change their 
minds afterv;ardss .• " 

GR.~CE 
"To ma.'<e them change their minds." Full stop. "AftC!Vlards ... " 

rfICHOLAS 
'4.A...'ter-.vards, he ordered the:n to be beaten. But Justus and 
PastQr ... " 

GRACE 
P~stor. 
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•• .. .Jusrus and P~stor ... far from being afraid, rejoiced and 
showed themselves ready to die for Christ. \Vhen he saw 
this, the Roman governor became very angry and ordered 
their heads to be cut off." · 

n ,,_.... /4..NNE lets slip a giggle. GRACE glares at her. Her laughter is infectious and it is not 
long before NICHOLAS follows suit. 

GRACE 
What do you find so amusing? Well, Anne, where's the 
joke? 

Well ... 

GRACE 
Well, what? 

.A..NNE 
Those children were really stupid. 

GRACE 
way? 

Pw."'-l"NE 
Because they said they only believed in Jesus and then got 
killed for it. 

.A..h, and what would you have done? Deny Christ? 

Pw.'-l"NE 
W~U, yes. Inside, I'd have believed m him. But I 
wouldn't have ~old the Romans that. 

GRACE 
Is tb.at what you think, too, Nicholas? 

NICHOLAS. racher more reserved chan his sister, hangs his heed, buc eventually nods. 

GR.A.CE 
I see. So you would have both lied, to the point of 
denying Christ. .And that way you'd have avoided the 
Romans cutting off your heads ... But what would have 
happened afterwards? 

\.v'"h.en? 
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GR..A..CE 
In the next life, the one that's waiting for us a.:.~er we die. 
\Vbere would you have gone? 

A..7'11'fE 
Oh, oh. 

GRACE 
Oh, oh ... where, Nicholas? 

NICHOLAS 
To the children's Limbo. 

GRACE 
And what is the child.ten's Limbo? 

One of the four Hells. 

V/hat are ... ? 

NICHOLAS 

GR.A.CE 
{to A.lvNE) 

A.!."i"NE 
(reciting) 

There's the hell where the damned go, then there's 
Purgatory, and Limbo, or t.li.e Bosom of Abraham, where 
the Just go, and the Limbo where children go. 

GR.A.CE 
At the centre of the Earth. V./he:-e it's very, very hot. 
That's where children go who tell lies. But remember, 
they don't just go there for a few days, oh no. Ta.ey're 
damned forever, till the end of eternity. To.ink about it. 
Try to imagine the end of eternity. Come on, close your 
eyes and imagine it. 

'The children close their eyes, screwing i,p their e"/elids very dghcly. 

I'm getting dizzy. 

Laughter. 

GR...i..CE 
That's what ecemitv's like ... for ever. .. oain forever. Now , . 
do you unde:-stand why Justus and P_!stor told the rruth? 

The children nod seriously. 
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Right. open your readers at Lesson 6. 

Can't we go and play? 

GR.A.CE 
You most certainly cannot. First you're going to read the 
lesson and learn it by heart. 

All of it?! 

GR.A.CE 
Anne, any more protests and there'll be no pla:ying for you 
at all today. You can.study in separate rooms ... 

A.~"E & 1'i1CHOLAS 
No, no, no! 

GRA.CE 
Yes, yes, yes ... ! 

Pu."4"NE 
But we get scared if we're separated. 

GR.A.CE 
You get scared ... ! .A..s if you weren't used to this house by 
now. 

N1CHOLAS 
Vlhat if we see a ghost? 

GRA.CE 
Has your sister been telling you one of her stories? 

.A..i.'-l'"NE 
I haven't told him any-Jung. 

GR.A.CE 
Well, if you see a ghost, say hello and cany on srudying. 
A.IL."'le, come with me to the music room. 

Wnyme? 

GR.A.CE 
Because i say so! Come on, ta.l.:::e your book. Nicholas, I 
want th;:it learning by heart in less tha."1 an hour. 

22 
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GR.ACE c.nd A.l-.fNE start to leave the room. NICHOLAS seems very ':inec.sy. 

Silence. 

Mummy ... 

'Nhat? 

Give me a kiss. 

N1CHOLAS 
(pleading) 

GR.A.CE 
{turning round) 

.. 
N1CHOLAS 

·. 
Ai."'TNE 

(imitating him) 
••Give me a kiss, give me a kiss ... " 

GRA.CE 
.Anne, you've been asking for a clip round t.1.e ear ail 
moro.ing. Wait for me outside. 

The girl leaves. 

i~ GRACE approaches hu son and gives him a kiss on the cheek. 

GRACE 
Darling, I can't be v.rith you all the tL."'!le. You must learn 
to be on yotir ov:rn. Let's see, where's your rosary? 

The boy pulls a rosary from his pocket. 

GR.A.CE 
\Vb.enever you feel afrai~ squeeze it with all your might 
and say the Lord's Prayer, and thl!!l your fear will go 
away. 

N1CHOLAS 
It won't. .. 

GR.ACE 
Yes, yes it will. Honestly. Don't you see that when you 
do that, the Lord is with you? There's no reason to be 
afraid. 

\ 'sc:i 1VICHOLAS nods.· GR.A.CE leaves che room. 

Silence. 



NICHOLAS fingers the rosary,· as if ic would bring him l:.t.ck. Then he opens his reader 
at Lesson 6. 'The title of the ce::t is: 

THE HOUSE A..1.··,ro THE FA.!.'\,[(L y 

0 On the right hand page.there is an illustration showing, in bold outlines, a man dressed 
in a suit and tie, reading rhe neYvspaper in an armchair. In the background, a woman in 
an apron is tying the cord on a curtain. Seated on the floor, a child is playing with an 
electric train. In another armchair an old woman sits knitting. Ne:;:r to her, a girl is 

'• .... '; 

'-.;:_:;:i' 

playing with a doll. · 

NICHOLAS 
(reading) 

.. We all live in a: house with our family. Toe main rooms 
in the house are: the kitchen., the dining room, the 
bedrooms, and the bat.broom ... " 

Ii. THE HOUSE. HALL. INT.IDAY. 

GRACE enters the hall, locking the door behind her. 'The currains are open: outside it 
is gloomy and overcast. 

BERTI-lA is du.sting with a feather duster. 

GR.A..CE 
Ber-J?_a, tell Lydia not to go into the music room. My 
daughter is studYL,i.g. 

BERTH.A.. 
Yes, ma•~- She can't anyway ... I've got the key. How 
did you get on with the children? 

GRACE/lops into a chair and closes her eyes.· 

GR.A..CE 
The same as usual. In the mornings they're particularly 
naughty. 

BERTI-IA 
They're unsettled. It's natural. 

GR.ACE 
They have to pay more attention during their lessons, 
otherw-ise I'll never have them• ready for thei:- First 
Comrm.1 .. "1.i on. 

18. THE HOUSE. STUDY. INT./DAY. 

NICHOLAS is recuf!~ slowly, while fingering his rosary. 



Dissolve to 

1'11CHOLAS 
"Nice houses have big windows and ar.e spotlessly clean. 
Tne family is usually made up of parents, children., 
brothers and sisters and grandparents. We must be ... " 

19. THE HOUSE. MUSIC ROOI\tI. Th"TJDAY. 

AJfNE is reading on the floor, re.sting her chin in her hands~ 

Dissolve to 

ANN"'E 
..... obedient and kind towards the other members of our 
farrily and we must .c:ever argue or fight with our brothers 
and sisters ..... 

20. THE HOUSE. STUDY. INT./DAY. 

NICHOLAS. (?'Jes closed, is trying to memorise the lesson. 

Dissolve ro 

NICHOLAS 
"Nice houses have big "vindows and are spotlessly clean. 
Nice houses have big windows and are spotlessly clean ... " 

21. THE HOUSE. i\11.JSIC ROOM. JNT./DAY. 
'· 

Like her brother, JJ..NNE. too, is trying to memorise the lesson . 

• AJ:-TN"'E 
"\Ve must be obedient and kind towards other members of 
our family .. \Ve must be obedient and kind towards other 
members of our family. Obedient and kind ... " 

22. THE HOUSE. HA.LL. INT./DAY. 

BERTHA 
A.re you teaching them their catechism, ma'am? 

GR.A.CE 
Weil, smce Father Lebrun no longer seems to have 
time .. .I don't have much choice. (She gees up end moves 
towards one of che windows.) He's hasn't been back for 
over a month. 

BERTH.A.. 
I'm sure something ~nexpected must have crop;:.ed up. -.... 
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GR.ACE 
In which case, he should have got in touch with rne .. I 
realise this house isn't the easiest place to get to, but he 
k..11.ows full well that the children can't gci out. 

BERTIIA. 
Don't they ever play outside? 

GR.ACE 
Not during the day. That's why we bought such a big 
house and got rid of most of the furniture ... so they could 
play and nm around freely in its big rooms without falling 
over things, and so they don't feel as if they're imprisoned 
v.ithin these four -walls ... though I'm afraid that's 
inevitable, poor linle dears. 

BERTIIA 
You can tell you really love them, ma'am. 

GR..A..CE 
\Vhat else can a mother do? Did you never have cb.i!d.ren? 

23. THE HOUSE. G.~EN. EXT./DAY. 

~ Subjecrz"ve shoe of GRACE in which we see rhe gardener, warkir.g in the garden. 

BERTH.A. 
. (off) 

No, ma'am. ''Mr. Tuttle and the gir~ Lydia, are all i've got. 
And I'm all they've got. 

Was she born like that? 

GR.A.CE 
(off) 

24. THE HOUSE. H..\.LL. INT./DAY. 

Beg your pardon? 

GR.A.CE 
The girl, was she was born a mute? 

BERr.d..A. 
(after a moment's hesitation) 

No:.. It's going ta rain again. I'd better bring .he letters 
back in from the post-box or they'll gee soaked. 
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GRACE 
I don't believe itt Tne postman's another one who hasn't 
sho\li11 up for over a month. I'm beginning to feel totally 
cut off from the world. 

BERTHA 
I' rn sure it must be on accou..11.t of the fag. 

GRACE 
It's never lasted this long before. Even the seagulls have 
gone quiet. 

BERTHA. 
Ma'am, if you li.'l(e, the next time I go into to town, I can 
ask after them. --

GRACE 
Yes, I suppose you better had. I'd go myself, but I still 
can't bring myself to leave the house, even just for a 
couple of hours. I don't know what I'd do if anything 
happened to the children while I was out. 

BERIBA 
Don't say such things, ma'am. I'll just go and get tb.ose lett~. 

6 BERTrl.A leaves rhe house. GRACE watches her from the window. 

25. THE HOUSE. GARDEN. EXT./DAY. 

' 
'<c;;;;j} 

Subjective shot oJGRACi' BERrrIA walks quickly cowards the post-bo:::. 

GR.A.CE 
(off) 

\\That awful clothes that woman wears ... ! 

26. THE HOUSE. HALL II'iT./DAY. 
' ' I . ' • . 

GRA.CEfrowns, as if she were concenr:rating on something. 

A child's crying can be heard in rhe distance. distor:ed by rhe reverberation of the 
house. 

When che sobbing is clearly recognisable. GR .. 4.CE walks quickly cowards a side door. 

GR.A.CE 
Nicholas. 

She exics. 
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Zi. THE HOUSE. DO\VNSTA.IRS ROOi'.VL Th"T.IDAY. 

GRACE enters and ihooc.s across the room like lighming. 

We can still hear the child ·s crJ,;ing. 

GRACE reaches the door of the study and looks for the right key. 

GRACE 
Nicholas, I'm coming! 

28. THE HOUSE. STUDY. INT./DAY. 
,·• 

GRACE enters the room. 
--

NICHOLAS is sitting in front of his book:,· apparently quite calm. 

Nicholas ... ? 

What's the matter? 

Wny were you crying? 

I wasn't cl"Y4.ig . ._ 

But I just heard ... 

The moans echo in rhe distance. 

It's Anne! 

GR.A.CE 
(confused) 

NICHOLAS 

GR.A.CE 

1'11CHOLAS 

GRACE 

GRACE 

29. THE HOUSE. DO\VNSTAIRS ROOM. L.'ITJDAY. 

GRACE ru.ns desperately cowards the mu.sic room. 

30. THE HOUSE. HALL. INT./DAY. 

GR-4 CE flies across the hall . 

. 31. THE HOUSE. MUSIC ROOM. Ii:'•tT./DAY. 

G?..ACE btlrscs imo ,he room. A1'-lNE is lying on chefloor. beside an oil lamp. 
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GR.A.CE 
.Anne! 

AL'fNE 
I still haven't learned it yet, mum..TD.y. 

GRACE moves towards her. 

Are you all right? 

Yes. 

Wny were you cryi..'"l.g? 

I wasn't crying. 

GRA.CE 

A..'NNE 
(surprised) 

GR.ACE 

GRACE pulls up che piano sroal and sits beside her. 

Silence. 

GR.A.CE 
(gently) 

Anne, I heard you a moment ago. There's no need to fed 
ashamed. 

', AL"il'l'E 
I don't. If I'd been crying, I'd tell you. 

GR.A.CE 
Oh, right. So, I imagined the sobs, did I? 

ANNE 
No. (Pait.Se). It was that boy. 

GR.ACE 
Vlhat boy? 

Victor. 

\Vho · s Victor? 

29 
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A.l'-l""N.t:. 
(as if it were obvious) 

Toe boy who was here a moment ago. I told him to let me 
study, but he wouldn't stop crying. I told hL."11: "Wnen my 
mother comes and sees I haven't learned· my lesson, I'll be 
in trouble ... But he didn't care. I think he's a spoilt brat 
He said we have to leave the house. 

GRACE gives a wry smile. 

GRACE 
Oh, really? You don't say . .A.nd why was he crying? 

A.1."TNE 
Because he doesn't like this house but he has to live here. 
You see, his father's a pianist and ... 

GR.A.CE 
.Ah, so he's a pianls~ is he? 

Al"TNE 
Yes. He says that tbis house is just what he's looking for 
and that they're going to move in and live here. I've 
already told him that he's not allowed to touch the 
. h . ' . h ? piano, ... e 1sn t, is e, mummy. 

GRACE 
So, you've spoken to his father as well? 

No, only with Victor. His father is with the others in the 
hail. 

GR.A.CE 
I've just come from the hall and there was no one there. 

Al.~ 
Tney must have gone upstairs: They're viewing the house. 
%ere are they going to sleep, mummy? I hope you don't 
give them our room. 

GR.A.CE 
(rising from the piano srool) 

That'll do, .A..nne. I've had quite enough of your stories. 
Vlby were you crying? 

Murri.my, it was Victor. 

GR:A CE rakes c deep breath. in an auempt co contain her a1:g_4!-
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GR.A.CE 
So where is he now? 

AL'\fN"E 
He went out through there. 

GRACE 
Do you mind telling me how that boy could get i.11 2.:.-,d out 
of this room if it was locked ... ? 

GRACE notices that the door at the back is ajar. 

GRACE 
(moving towards the door) 

Who opened this door? Anne, tell me, who opened this 
door? 

ANNE 
( almost in tears) 

It was Victor! 

32. THE HOUSE. HALL. INT./DAY. 

GRACE walks up and down che room. BERTHA and LYDIA stand in che centre, loof..."ing 
rather distressed. 

GR.A.CE 
I thought I made it quite clear! Rule nu.-rnber o:ae: no door 
is to be ooened before the orevious one has been closed. . . . 
Is that so hard to understand? This house is 1L1<e a ship. 
Toe light has to be contained as if it were water, by 
opening and closing the doors. The health of my children 
is at sta.1.ce ! 

BERTHA 
But,, ma'am, I. .. 

GR.A.CE 
But madam nothing! I'll have no excuses! wn.o was the 
last person to enter that room? Lydia? 

The girl looks down and shakes her head. 

BERTI-LA.. 
She hasn't got a key, I already told you. 

GR.A.CE 
\Vell, that leaves you, then. 
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BERTHA. 
I was in the hall the who le time. Tnen I went into the 
garden; Madam, you saw me with your o-w-n eyes. 

GR..~CE 
I hope you're not suggesting it was me! Do you thi.~1< rm 
capable of such an oversight, of enda.i-igering t.i.e life of my 
own daughter? 

BERTHA looks the other way, lost for an answer. 

GRA..c_E takes a key from the key ring and places it in BERTH.A's hand. 

GRACE 
Right. as from today;Tm holding you entirely responsible 
for the music room ... and ·for anything that happeI!.S to the 
children as well. 

BERTHA 
Ma'am, 1... 

GRACE 
Tnat's all. You may leave. 

33. THE HOUSE. Dii:';1:NG ROOiv!. INT.INIGHT. 

,-t~·ll/E and NICHOLAS are sitting opposite one another, having dinner. 

NICHOLAS 
Did you really see a boy? 

Yes, he's called Victor. 

NICHOLAS 
Is he a ghost? 

.AJ.'4N:E 
Don't be silly. Ghosts aren't li..i<e that. 

NICHOLAS 
Vlnat are they like? 

.A..l.·,rN""E 
(wearily) 

I've.cold you a thousand times. Tney go about in white 
sheets ar.d carry chains. 

N1CHOLAS 
... :. ~ow do you know? 
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ANN"E 
Because I've seen them. They come out at night. 

NICHOLAS 
Fibber! \Vhere? 

ANNE opens wide her eyes and points to the back of the room, over NICHOLAS's 
shoulder. He rums round with a start. Behind him there is only dar'/azess. 

ANNE giggles. 

1'-ll:CHOLAS 
You're stucid. . . 

-· 
Not half as much as you. 

NICHOLAS 
Well. I don't believe you saw that boy. 

ANNE 
That's your lookout. You'll soon be begging us to play 
vrith you. 

~ 34. THE HOUSE. FA<;ADE. EXT./i:'1"1GRT. -----....-

Long distance shot of the house, in the moonlight. 

Tne branches of the trees ;;,ay in che gentle breeze. 

Dissolve to 

35. THE HOUSE. HALL. INT~"'IGHT . 

.. Long distance shoe of the· hall; The pa.le moonlighc shines through the windows, 
outlining the staircase. 

All is in silence. 

Dissolve to 

36. THE HOUSE. CHILDREN'S BEDROOI\-1. INT./N"'IGHT. 

Close up of NICHOLAS. sleeping. A hand rests on his shoulder and shakes him. We 
pull back and see chac c"c belongs co .;UVNE. 

k"fN°E 
(in a low voice) 

Nichobs. 



NICHOLAS wakes up. tesr_i,Iy. 
·._ .. ·· 

NICHOLAS 
V-/hat? 

A ... NN""E 
Look. 

NICHOLAS sits up in bed. 

In the background, an enonnou.s window can be made out. Moonlight pours into the 
room. ,, 

· Nl:CHOLAS 
· • (alarmed) 

Why have you opened the ·curtains? 

It wasn't me. 

Vlho was it then? 

It was Victor. 

NICHOLAS 

P..N1'fE 
(accusingly) 

NICHOLAS looks silently at his sister. Then he reacts. 

N1CHOLAS 
You're a liar and rm going to tell mummy. 

So I'm a liar, am I? 

NICHOLAS. 
Yes, and you're going to end up in Limbo. 

ANNE looks into che darkness at the back of the room, berween the wall and a 
cupboard. 

AJ."-l""NE 
Victor, came out of that corner so my stupid brot.1.er can 
see you. 

NICHOLAS jerks round. wrapping himself in his sheets. with his back to his sister. 



Leave me alone. 

NICHOLAS 
(in a thin voice) 

AfTNE 
So now you don't want to see hi.m, eh? You're a cowardy 
custard, ... cowardy, cowardy custard ... 

NJCHOUS sits there in silence . .srill wrapped tightly in his sheets. Behind him ~e see 
the sUhouetre oj his sister, dark and unfocused. 

AN"NE 
I'll have to do it myself, then. 

ANNE 's outline leaves the bed.side dnd moves towards the window . 

. As we focus on NICHOUS ·s face, we hear the cu.nair.s being closed. The room is left 
· in semi-darkness. 

ANNE returr.s to the bed. 

Almost immediately we hear the noise of the curtains being thrown open again. 

_,d_('.fNE tuts in annoyance. 

lu"'fN.t. 
That's enough, Victor ... Nicholas ... Nicholas. Tell him to 
leave the curtains alone. He won't listen to me. 

VICTOR'S VOICE 
(in an angry whisper) 

Stop it! Get off my bed, botb. of you! 

NICHOUS gives a start and hunches tlp even more. His breathing quickens. 

Tn.is is our bed. 

No, it's mine. 

lu~ 
(coldly) 

VICTOR'S VOICE 

NICHOLAS 
.A.n.11.e, please, stop putting on that voic:: . 

. Ai.'-l"N'"E 
You be quiet, cowardy custard. Listen, Victor, if you 
don't stop, I'm going to call my moc'.'.ler and she'll kick 
you out. You don't know my mothe:-! -.... -



BOY'S VOICE 
{threatening) 

..A..nd you don't know my parents. 

NICHOLAS feels someone tug sharply on his sheets, uncovering him. 

VICTOR'S VOICE 
W'no 's this? 

A.NNE 
It's my brother. Leave him alone, he's a scaredy pants. 

NICHOLAS is quivering like ajelly.--Wirh his eyes clenched shut, he feels around for his 
sheets and covers himself again. 

NICHOLAS 
(almost in tears) 

AnJ1e, I'.m going to tell mummy about you. 

Al.~ 
Don't be stupid! Can't you see it's not me ... ? Victor, 
touch his cheek so he knows your real. 

~ Silence. All we hear is NICHOLAS 's .frantic breathing. 

A child's hand approaches his face and strokes his cheek ... 

NICHOLAS screams, jumps out of bed and runs to the door. 

NICHOL.A.£ 
Help! Mummy! Help! ... 

. He pummels the door. A hand shoots out from behind him and covers his mouth. 

37. THE HOUSE. PASSAGE. INT.!t'HGHT. 

GRACE opens her bedroom door and runs along rhe passage. 

NICHOLAS ·s stcj?ed screams can be heard in the di.seance. 

38. THE HOUSE. CHILDREN'S BEDROOM. INT./l'flGHT. 

NICHOLAS struggles co free himself from che har.d. which covers his mouth. Behind 
, him a voice whispers menacingly. 

. l 

\':'.::::/ 
VICTOR'S VOICE 

Be quiet! Be quiet! 



GRACE n.t.Shes into che room.f(!llowed by BERI'ri.A.. 

NICHOLAS clings on to his mother, in floods of tears. GRACE comforts him. stroking 
his hair. Then she glares at A.J.'vNE. The girl, seated on the bed,· is a picture of 
innocence. 

GRACE 
\1/hat's been going on here? 

NICHOLAS 
(benveen sobs) 

She was frightening me and .. .I told her to shut up 
-~ and ... and ... 

GR.A.CE 
( approa~hing the girl) 

I'm fed up, d'you hear me? ... fed up of your stories! 
You're a wicked little girl! 

I didn't do anything. 

Af.l°"l'{E 
(insolently) 

GRA.CE srrikes her. The girl falls off che bed. 

GR.A.CE 
A nasty, wicked little girll 

GRA.CE picks the girl u.p from the floor and continues bearing her mercilessly. 

Ai'l'NE 's screams mix with those of NICHOLAS who ror.s to his mother and pulls at her 
waist. 

NICHOLAS 
Noooo! 

. ' . . . . 

. GR..4.CE conci"nues hitting the girl, who by now is bleeding at the mouth. BERTHA., 
observes the scene from the door,vay, uneasily. 

NICHOLAS 
You promised, mummy, you promised! You promised! 

M , l ·1 • a a.-n., p ease, stop lt. 
BER1RA. 

GRACE stops, as if si,ddenly conscious of what she's doing. ANNE crouches, 
trembling. in a comer. Her pale skin is covered in red parches. as a resulc of the 
beating. 
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39. THE HOUSE. SE""1NG ROOi'vI. INT./DAY. 

GRACE sits embroidering the dress for her daughter's first comrr::mion .. 

Bright daylight illuminates the room. 

A..N'NE 
{off) 

"And the Lord God said: Behold, the man is become as 
one of us, to know good and evil: And now, les:.he put 
forth his.hand, and ta.lee also of the tree of life, arid~t, and 

/ ' 
live~ therefore the Lord God sent him for~ from 
the garden of Eden, to till the ground from whence he was 
taken ... " 

40. THE HOUSE. HALL-UPPER LANDING. INT.IDAY. 

ANNE is standing on the upper landing of the staircase, holding a Bible. An area of 
bruising can still be .seen on her forehead. 

Th~ dim light .she is reading by comes from a nearby oil lamp. 

ANNE 
"'So he drove out the man: and he placed at the east of the 
garden of Eden Cherubims, and a flaming s-..vord which 
turned everJ way, to keep the way of the tree of life." 
(Pause) Finished ... !_ Mummy! 

GR.ACE enters che hall, closing the door behind her. 
•, 

I've fi."'lished. 

GRACE 
(climbing the stairs to join her) 

Very good. Now you can ask the Virgin for forgiveness. 

Al.~ 
'What!? That's not what we agreed. 

GR.k\.CE 
(taking che Bible) 

Vv"e didn't agree anything, young lady. Today you're 
being punished and you'll do as I say . 

. A.NNE 
You can't make me ask the Virgin for forgiveness. 

GR.~CE 
How dare you!? 



Al."iNE 
Mummy, beat me, if you want, but I won't ask forgiveness 
. for somethi.-ig I did..'"l.' t do. 

GRACE 
You told your brot.1.er that there was someone else in the 
room~ 

ANNE 
There wast 

GRACE 
You're lying! 

-- ANNE 
I don't tell lies! 

GRACE 
But you love ma.1<i.ng up stories! Don't you realise you're 
perverting your brother's ~-d with all this nonsense 
about ghosts and fairies ... 

.A..~ 
Before, I was ma.1-dng it all up. Now it's trUe. 

GRACE adopts an arriru.de of patience. She crouches do'Ytl7? so that she can look her 
daughter in the eye. 

GRA.CE 
A.nne, rem~bc:r the story of Justus and Pastor. Children 
who don't tell the trut.ri end up in Limbo. 

ANNE 
That's what you say. But I read the other day that Limbo 
is only for children who haven't bem baptised. And I 
have. 

Pause. GR.A CE stands up. 

GRACE 
Oh, so clever clogs has learned to read on her own. has 
she? Very well.. .(She hands her the Bible again) ... si.nce 
you find it so enjoyable and informative, you can continue 
to stand here for three hours a day reading the Bible u.'"l.til 
you're prepared to ask the Virgin for forgiveness. 

I'll lose my voice! 

GRACE goes downscairs cowards the door. 
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GR.A.CE 
I couldn't care less. Begin. 

A.J."iNE 
Wnat do I do when I've finished? 

GR.A.CE 
(sarcastically) 

Don't worry, it'll be a long, long time before that happens. 

ANNE 
Yes, but when I do, what then? 

GRACE glares daggers at her daugnter as she opens the door. 

GR..A..CE 
You can start again. 

She slams the door behind her. 

ANNE stands for a while in silence. Then she opens the Bible and starts reading. 

A.J."-TNE 
(in an e.-caggeratedly loud voice) 

.. Cain and Abel. And Adam knew Eve, his wife; and sb.e 
conceived.. and bare Cain, and said: (even louder) 'I b.aye 
gotten a man from the Lord'. And she again bare his 
brother Abe_l. (A certain tearfulness begins to mingle ..vith 
her shouting). And Abel was a keeper of sheep, but Cain 
was a tiller of the ground." 

41. TIIE HOUSE. FA<;ADE. EXT.JDAY. 

Long distance shot of the hotLSe, against a stormy sky. 

}{fuced by che wind. we hear rhe biblical verses chat ANNE is shotiting out. 

Dissolve to 

42. THE HOUSE. KITCHEN. INT./DAY. 

Sunlight floods rhe kitchen. 

BERTHA is folding a white cableclorh on che ironing board. 



.A..i."U'l"E 
(off) 

.. And Isaac spake U..i.to Abraham his father, and said: 'My 
father'. And he said: 'Here I ~ my son'. And he said: 
'Behold t..i.e fire and the wood, but where is tb.e lamb for a 
burnt offering?' Abraham said: 'My son, God will 
provide himself a lamb for a burnt offering'. So they went 
both of them together ... " 

BERTHA picks u.p a pile of cableclotlzs and serviettes and leaves the kitchen. 

43. THE HOUSE. H...UL-UPPER L."-.!.'fDING. INT./DAY. 

BERTHA enters the hall. closing the door behind her. The light comes from a gas lamp, 
situated on the upper landing, ne.zt to ANNE, who is sitting on ·one of the stairs, reading. 

ANNE 
.. And they came to the place whicb. God had told him of; 
and Abraham built an altar there, and laid the wood in 
order, and bound his son Isaac ... " 

'When the girl sees BERTdA.. she interrupts her reading and watches the old woman 
walk co the opposire door and leave. 

44. TH:E HOUSE. SE"\VING ROOi'rI. INT.IDAY. 

As in the kitchen, the light here is very bright. GRACE is sitting in a comer, 
embroidering. 

BERTr...A enters and walk/cowards a sideboard. 

BERTHA 
Excuse me, ma'am, I've finished ironing the table linen. 

GRA.CE 
Oh, good. It goes in the second drawer. 

BERTHA opens rhe dra'-Ner and carefully purs the tablecloEhs and serviettes in place. 

GR.~CE 
°{without looking up from her se-,ving) 

How's Nicholas? 

BERTHA 
i=· h . . . ' • me ... es r.avmg a nap, ma a.i.--n. 

GR.~CE 
\I/hat about her? Did you notice if she was still sta."'lding 
up? 



ii 

. ., ;~i;,i 

BERTii.~ 
(after a moment's hesitan·on) 

Yes, ma'am, she was. (She moves to the cen.rre of t~e 
room and wrings her hands in her apron as if she were 
afraid of what she ·s about to say). How much longer is 
this punishment going to last? It's almost a month now. 

GRACE 
That's none of your business, Bertha ... nor mine. It's up 
to her. She's got to learn to swallow her pride a.1d ask for 
forgiveness. 

BERTHA 
Yes, ma'am. 

GR.ACE 
Anne, it's gone rather quiet up there! (To BERTF..A:) By 
the way, I've had to put up with the noise of Lydia rwming 
around over my head all morning. She's ·be:n hurtling 
backwards and fo!'\\fards as if there were three of her up 
there. Kindly tell her that, to do a bit of cleaning, it's not 
necessary to kick up such a rumpus. I don't want to b.ave 
another migraine at"l-3.ck. 

But ... 

Mummy! 
-, 

What do you want? 

BERTHA 

.AJ."m'E 
{off) 

GRACE 

A.NN"E 
. . (off) 

· Can you come here a minute? 

45. THE HOUSE. HA.LL- UPPER LA.J.'IDING. L.'IT./DAY. 

GRACE enters che hall. closing che door behind her as u.:rnal. She looks expectantly at 
her daughter. 

A..'NN"'E 
(with a cercair. shyness) 

I wane to ask the Virgin's forgiveness. 

GRACE .smiles and walks towards the girl. 



GR.A.CE 
At last! 

Yes.· 

GR.ACE 
And do you admit you made up that story of the lirJe boy 
and his pianist father? 

Yes. 

GR.A.CE 
Was it so hard to admit it, my love? (She kneels beside 
her and srrokes her hair):. Was it woi-i.h going through all 
this, eh., making us both feel bad day after day? · 

They embrace. GR.A CE kisses her daughter. 

GR.A.CE 
(standing up) 

Right, now you can carry on reading ... 

A.L~""E 
(in a plaintive voice) 

No,no ... 
GR.A.CE 

Yes. Until you finish the chapter. To.e read.i!lg of the 
Word of God should never be left unfinished. 

.A..J."-l"NE 
But I don't Like this chapter. 

GR.ACE 
\Vbat do you mean? 

Abraham ... was evil. 

GR.A.CE 
No. Abraha.Til was a good man. 

A.1.~J:. 

So, why did he want to kill his son? 

GRACE 
One day you'll understand. Come on, carry en reading. 
(She goes down.stairs cowards che door). You'll see how 
in the end he didn't kill him. 

,.,... ,) 



Silence. 

ANNE 
Murrr.my, you'd never kill me, would you? 

GRACE feels the question like a stab in the back. She rurr.s slowly towards her 
da1ighter and gives her a look of bewilderment, of terror ... and also of anger. The girl 
quickly resumes her reading. 

.A_'NNE 
.. And Abraham stretched forth his hand, and took the ko.i.fe 
to slay his son. And ·the angel of the Lord called unto him 
out of heaven. and said ... " 

GR.4.CE leaves the room. closing the door slowly behind her. 

46. THE HOUSE. SE\VING ROO"CYI. INT./DAY. 

GP.ACE enters the room. We see that BERT'.dA is no longer there. 

She crosses the room diagonally. walking a little like an automaton, as if still affected 
by rhe question her daughter had ju.st asked her. 

A noise above her head makes her look up to the ceiling. Rapid steps run up· and down 
~ from one side to the ocher. GRACE follows the path of the noise as if watching a.fly. 
'--.....,..-' 

There is a sudden silence. 

Something falls to the floo·~ with a crash. 

GR.A.CE 
{to herself) 

Now she's gone too fa.r ... (Looking at the ceiling) Lydia, 
dammit, get down her immedi ... ! 

. . 

GRACE catches sight of something through the window which leaves her awe-srr--'ck. 

47. THE HOUSE. GARDEN. EXT./DAY. 

Long distance shoe oj GRACE: BERTHA is standing in the cenrral pathway. talking to 
LYDIA. who is holding a basket of flowers. 

BERTHA poinrs co the second floor of rhe ho'I.LSe and the girl shakes her head . 

. -> ',=' 48. THE HOUSE. HA.LL- UPPER L.~'c"DING. INT./DAY. 

GR.4.CE emers che room and scops a! rhefoot of rhe src:irs. scaring czt her dattghter . 

.a..::. 



u .!:\--..1... .c 
"'wnat's going on ·up thc:re? 

AL'\l'Nc 
(with slightly sheepish look) 

Nothing, as far as I bow, mummy. I'ni just reading, li..1.ce 
you told me. 

GRACE 
Did you hear it as well? 

.ANN"'E 
Hear what? 

GRACE climbs the stairs. ANNE resumes her reading. 

ANNE 
.. And the angel of the Lord called unto Abraham out of 
heaven the second time, and said: 'By myself have I 
sworn, saith the Lord, for because thou hast done this 
,..\..:-a ,,., 
I.UU.1.::,-•. 

GRACE reaches the landing and looks around her. 

Sshh ... 

GRA.CE 
(co the girl) 

Another creak is heard in the darkness. 

GRACE 
Who's there? 

.A.NN"E 
(without looking up from the Bible) 

. I don't know, I haven't done anything . 

. GRACE stands looking at her daughter. It's clear that the girl knows something. 

Pause. 

GR.A..CE 
wno's making that noise, Anne? 

I car.'t tell you, mUJ.-n..rn.y. 

Tell me. 

GR..A.CE 
(concaining her anger) 
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A..'N'NE 
If It.ell you you'll hit me and punish me again. · 

GRACE 
(rushing towards the girl) 

.A.nne, I want the truth! 

ANNE 
r don't know what I'm supposed to say any more! IfI say 
I've seen them, I get into trouble, and if I say I haven't, it's 
just as bad! 

GRACE takes her daughter by the shoulders. 

GRACE 
.AJme. Tell me if there's anyone upstairs and. if so, where. 

ANNE looks at her mother in silence. Then she points to behind her. 

GR.A CE turns round: we see a door at the end of the passage. Daylight filters through 
the cracks, outlining her silhouette in the darkness. 

There. They' re in there. 

GRACE walks slowly to the door. Although she is a courageous woman, she is 
obviously very nervous. 

She reaches the door. inse.7:s a key in the lock, rums it and slowly opens ... 

She stands for a fevv seconds in the doorwcry, looking cautiously within, as if she dare 
not enter. 

Mummy ... mummy ... 

GRACE looks at the girl. 

AL'-TNE 
(hiding her face behind her hand) 

You're letting ch.e light in. Make up your mind ... either go 
in or shut the door. 

GRA. CE swallows. She r70es in and closes the door behind her. 
0 

49. THE HOUSE. THE ROOi.\t! OF THE NOISES. INT./DAY. 

GR.A. CE looks arollnd her. Tne room has more fiirr:icure than the rest of che house put 
cogecher. as if ic had been used as a storeroom. 



There are so many nooks that· i! is difficult to form an idea of how much space there 
really is, and much less so. to lozow if there is anyone lurki.ng behind some ·hidden 
comer. 

GRACE moves forward and stands in the centre. Her loo_k is distant, as if she were 
paying more attention to what she can hear. 

We slowly approach her ear ... 
Very vaguely, mingled with_ the noise of the leaves in the garden, we detect an amalgam 
of confiLSed whispers. It is almost impossible to distinguish what they are saying. 

We hear a sort of supernatural moan followed by a deep bre_ath. GRACE steps back, 
crying to -lqcate the voices, but though they seem to be right beside her, she is unable to 
pin them down. 

-· 
OLD WO~l~N' S VOICE 

She's here, she's here ... 

'VICTOR'S VOICE 
Mummy, she says she's here. 

OLD WOMAN'S VOICE 
She's watching us. (The voice cums inco a plaintive moan) 
She's watching us ... she's watch.i.."1.g us! 

rvrRS. ~A..R.LISH'S VOICE 
Sshb. ... 

GRACE opens wide her eyes, trying to see .in greater detail what she has in front of her, 
but she can only see a couple of pieces of furniture and a wall. 

Site sees that the door of the room is open, and what is more, that it is closing slowly . . 
The fact that there is only darkness on the other side makes it impossible to tell who is 
pulling on the doorknob. 

She runs t.owards the door and into the passage. 

50. THE HOUSE. H.UL - UPPER LA.i."''fDING. INT./DAY. 

GRACE walks quickly towards her daughter. 

GR.A.CE 
Where did they go? 

.~'-rNE 
They just came past here. Didn't you see them? 

. GR.A.CE 
\\-""'rlich way did they go? 



A.l."T.NE 
(pointing in various directions) 

Over there, and over there ... and over there, as well. 

At the end of the passage, in the half-light, at least rwo doors seem to shut. 

AN"N"'E 
Tney're everywhere. Tney say the house is theirs. 

GRACE runs quickly downstairs and ~tands in the middle of the hall, looldngfrenziedly 
in all directions. 

•'· 

A.N"NE 
And they said they're-going to take do,;vn the curtains. 

51. THE HOUSE. STUDY ROOl'v!. INT.IDAY. 

BERTHA. holding NICHOLAS in her arms, watches GRACE place a notebook in front .. 
of AlmE. who i.s seated opposite an oil lamp. 

GR.A.CE 
I want you to draw them, one by one, and tell me 
everything you know. 

0 /4.lfNE stands up and walks towards a comer. 

Wait. 

Where are you going? 

Wait ... 

A.l.~"E 
(reassuringly) 

BERTHA 
Ma'am, please calm do...,vn. 

GRACE 
r will not calm do .... vn! During five whole ye~ of German 
occuoation I manaaed to avoid a single Nazi setting foot in . :::, 

this house! And now tb.ere's someone here, here under my 
very nose, op~ning a.11d closing doors! 

BERTH.A.. 
Ma'am, chis is an old house. Old houses have their quirks: 
the floorboards creak. the plumbing clan.1<s ... You said so 
yourself. .. 



ANNE reru.rn.s to her mother ·s side wirlz her textbook, and tugs ·ar her skirt. 

Look, mummy. 

GRACE 
They were voices, human voices! A boy and two wame~ 
they were talking together. 

Ai."fNE 
Mummy, look. I did it the other day. 

ANNE shows her the drawing from her colouring book. The members of the family have 
undergone a considerable tran.s/01777.arion thanks to Anne's infantile scribblings. The 
girl has drawn long lank hair and a moustache on the father. The mother ·now has a 
shock of black, curly hair on her head. The boy has hardly been altered. Neither has 
-the old lady, except that in her case. she has not drawn in her pupils. which gives her a 
somewhat inhuman look (rather like that of a zombie). The girl is scribbled out. 

Beside each drawing there is an arrow and an identifying la~el. 

A.J."'fN"E 
Tr.is is the father, this is the mother, this is Victor and tbis 
is his grandmother. 

GR.A..CE 
Wnat do these numbers stand for? 

.A.NN"'E 
( as if staring the obvious) 

Tnat' s the number of times I've se:n them. . T.ae girl 
doesn't exist, that's why I've crossed b.er out. I saw the 
father !:\Vice, in the hall; the mother as well - once in the 
hall and once in the kitchen; Victor five times, all in 
different places ... and ... her .. .I see her more and mare 
often. 

Ne.::::.t co the old woman is written che number 14. 

GR.A.CE 
My God! Bertha, go and call iYfr. Tuttle and tell him we 
have to search the whole house, right away, before it gets 
dark. 

Yes. madam ... 

BERTH.A 
(r:maing the boy down) . . 

BERTE4 lec:ves rhe room. ANNE poincs ,o che drawing of the gr;_R_dmocher. 

------------· ·-·-···- ·····-----



ANNE 
Look, mummy, she really scares me. 

(] NICHOLAS·hugs his mother. 

N1CHOL.AS 
(crembling) 

Mummy ... 

GR.A..CE 
It's all right, darling, nothing's going to happen to you 
while mummy's here . 

.. ANNE 
She's got really funny eyes, see? It's as if she's not 
looking at you, but she can see you. And she's always 
around, saying: Coooome to uuuuuus ... 

GR.A..CE 
Anne, don't lie to me! 

.A.NNE 
Honest, mummy. And she asks me tb.ings. Victor told me 
she's a vritch. 

GR.ACE 
\Vb.at does she ask you? 

ANNE 
T~gs. And her breath smells. 

52. THE HOUSE. HA.LL. INT JDAY. 

GP-ACE. holding a huming rifle, is looking in a drawer for cartridges. The old man 
· TUTTLE and L'IDIA are standing behind her. · 

GRACE 
\Ve have to open all the curtains. I don't want any dark 
comers where someone could hide. 

TCITTLE 
Yes, ma' a.Til. 

GR.ACE begins ro load the rifle. 

GR.A.CE 
You both search the right side and I'll take the left. Then 
\Ve 'H se::irch upstairs. 



The servants leave. 

GRACE snaps the rifle shuc. 1 ilen she looks at it strangely, c.r if _recalling some 
distant ... and unpleasant memory. 

{) She shakes her head and Leaves the room .. 
\ / -...,_. 

53. THE HOUSE. ROOMS. INT./DAY. 

We see various shoes of curtains being opened by TUTTLE. LYDIA. and GRACE. 

Daylight j1oods into the different rooms. 

54. THE HOUSE. FA<;ADE. EXT./DAY. 

Evening falls. 

We zoom in on one of the windows of the house and discover GP.ACE. as the curtains 
are suddenly flu.ng open. 

She looks behind her, holding the rifle with boch hands. Then she takes a lamp and 
moves towards the next door. 

55. THE HOUSE. JDN""K ROOiv!. INT.JDAY. 

GRACE enters another room. In spire of rhe prevailing darkness. it is clear that the 
room is full of junk, some of it scar:tered over the floor. 

GRACE moves cautiously forward. She places the lamp on a cable and walks towards 
one of the ~..lrtains ... 

As she draws the cu.nain, the light illuminates a thin-faced figz.:re dressed in old
fashioned clothes, who seems to observe }:zer from a comer of the room. 

GR.A. CE gives an involuntary shout, and points her rifle at him ... 

... until she realises that she' is standing in front of a Pre-Raphaelite scyle portrait. 

GRACE stands looking at che painting for a while. 

Then she insDects the room in che bri.a}T.(er lia-h, or day. However, rather than looking 
• • 0 0 'J 

for signs of people. she seems co pay more attention to the objec!S rhac surround her. 

Among the htlge number of objecrs she finds several portraits, almost all of them 
dague1·reorypes and photographs. 

\_;-~~ 56. THE HOUSE .. CHILDREi:rs BEDROOM. INT./DAY. 

ANNE is p!a_ving \"·ich a doll. on a corner of the bed. NICHOLAS is sicring 011 che floor, 
looking bored. 
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BERTdA is snoozing ne::t to a table on which there is an oil lamp. 

AL'\fN""E 
\Vhy do we have co stay in here? 

BERTHA stretches. 

BERTH.A. 
Because your mother is opening all the curtains. She's 
looking for the intruders. 

NIC.dOLAS 
\\'nat does "intruders" mean? 

BERTHA 
.. Intruders" are people. who go into someone's house 
without permission. 

NICHOLAS 
Wny have they come to our house? 

BERTH.A.. 
Perhaps they were planning to steal something. Or 
perhaps they're just looking for shelter . 

. .A..!.~""E 
I know why they've come. They reckon the house belongs 
to tb.em and that we're the intruders. 

BERTH.A. 
Where did you get that idea? 

ANNE does not al?.S'Ner. She carries on playing with her doll. 

NICHOLAS 
(scared by his own words) 

Perhaps they're ghosts who lived in this house before and 
who ... and who ... 

AJ."-fNE 
Don't be stupid. I already told you t.riat ghosts go a.bout in 
white sheets and go ... "00000000!". .Auld tb.ey walk 
about clanking chains. 

BERrrlA. 
P-..nne, why do you ma.1<e up such stories? 

A.:.~"'NE 
I don't make them up. I re=i.d it in a book. 
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BERTH.A.. 
Yau shouldn't believe everythin.g you read in books. 

A.Nt{E 

That's what my mother says ... she says that when people 
die, their souls go to Heaven, or Hell or Purgatory, and 
that all this stuff about ghosts is rubbish. But then she 
expects us to believe everything that's written in the Bible. 

BERTH.A.. 
Don't you believe it? 

i believe some things ... But, for example, I don't believe 
that God made the world in seven days ... or that Noah got 
all those animals into one boat. Or that the Holy Spirit is a 
dove. 

N'ICHOLAS 
No, I don't believe that either . 

.A.i."-11'-l"'E 
Doves are anyt.1iing but holy. 

N1CHOL..A.S 
Tney crap on our windows. 

AN""N.t. 
.... A.nd I don't believe that Jesus cast out demons into a 
herd of pigs and made them jump into the sea and drovm. 
Poor pigs! It wasn't tb.eir fault! 

BERTHA smiles at the idea. Then she becomes serious. 

BERTiiA. 
Have you mentioned this to your motb.er? 

The children are qidck co shake their heads. as if the very thought of it scared them. 

A.:."fNE 
Do you beLieve in ghosts, Bertha? 

BERTHA. finding the question dijjzc:dt. cakes her time in ans.vering. 

0 f course not. 

BERTHA 
(rather nervous) 
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Dissolve to 

Si. THE HOUSE. ~XROOI'v!. INT.!DAY 

GRACE is lost in thought, her eyes glued to the portraits piled up in front of her. 

After a f e.v moments· mental debate, she eventually takes out of her skirt pocket the 
page from Anne's coloun·ng book and places it beside the portraits, as she goes through 
them one by orie, comparing them with her daughter ·s drawing. 

From rime to time she looks towards the door, as if she were afraid to be caught red
handed. ,, 

She opens a very dusty. black bound alb?.lm. Faces from the previous century pass 
before her gaze, with a solemniry characteristic of old-f a.shioned poses. They all have 
something in common: the subjects are all sitting or lying down, with their eyes closed.. 

Ma'am ... 

BERTiiA 
(off) 

GRACE sran_ds u.p. quickly hiding her daughter's drawing in her pocket. 

Yes ... ? 

Trze door opens and BERTriA appears. 

', BERTHA. 
Tney've searched everywhere. There's no one downstairs. 

GR.A.CE 
Good. Then tell them to_ go upstairs. I'll join t.1-iem in a 
minute. 

Yes, ma'am. 

Bertha? 

Yes? 

BERTiiA 
(cuming to lecrve) 

GR.A.CE 

BERTF_.\ 
{rttming back) 

GR.A.CE 
Have you any idea whac this might be? 

GR-4.CE croes uo co che old woman and shows her che afburr:. 0 • 
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BERTHA 
(as if scaring the obvious) 

It's a photograph album, madam. 

GAACE 
Yes, but everyone's asleep, look. 

BERTILA.. 
They're not asleep, mad.am ... They're dead. 

GRACE looks at the old woman, with a mi.-crure of su:rprise and terror. 

BERTH.A.· 
It's a book of the dead. 

GRACE 
(flipping through the pages· with the tips of her fingers) 

I've never seen anything like it. 

BERTHA 
It was common practice dwing the last century. They 
photographed the dead in the hope that their souls would 
live on in the portrait. 

GR.A.CE 
Th~re .are even group portraits ... .A.nd children! It's 

-macabre. How could those people be so superstitious? It 
shouldn't have been allowed. 

BERTILA.. 
Grief over the death of a loved one can lead people to do 
the strangest things. 

On ,he lasr page there are .some faint tear marks in the form of an X. a.s if someone had 
hastily ripped our a photo. GRACE gazes at rhe marks. absentmindedly. while she n.ms 
her fingers over the tom paper. · · · 

GR.A.CE 
How odd, someone has ripped out the last photo. 

BERTH.A. 
Ma'am, I hope you don't think: ... 

GR.A.CE 
I'm not suggesting it was you, Ber-J1a. 

BERTHA 
P!:-haps someone cook the photo yea.-r-s ago ... 



GR.A.Cc 
No, the marks ar: rec:nt. 

BERTH.A.. 
Maybe ... maybe it came unstuck. 

GRACE 
(nor really convinced) 

Yes, that must be i:. 

58. THE HOUSE. LOUNGE. INT./i:'t"IGHT. 

7:hr'?~gh_ the window we can see the trees in the garden waving in che wind. 

GRACE is curled up in an annchair. in front of the hearth, staring absently into the fire~ 
The rifle lies at her feet. 

Behind her, sitting near the door. is BERTHA. reading the Bible. 

GRACE 
(without taking her eyes off the.fire) 

Bertha, why don't you go to bed? It's vecy late. 

BERTH.A.. 
(looking up from the Bible) 

You look as if you could do with a good night's rest 
yoUi.-sel.f, ma' am. 

For a moment, GRACE seems co betray rhe hint of a smile. 

GR.A.CE 
I employed yot.:. to take care ofmy children, not me. 

BERTHA 
y OU must rest. You go and lie down, ru keep watch. 

GR.~CE 
You don't know how to handle a rifle. 

I can lemi. 

GRACE smiles again. T7zen she rums co the old women. 

GR.A.CE 
it's cold. C_ome and sit by the fire. 

BERTH-A. 
Than.I..:. vou ma'am but don't worrv, I'm fine wh:re I a.rn . ., ' ., ,. .. .J 



GR.A..CE 
(with a glimmer of tenderness) 

Come on ... 

BERTHA 
Thank you very much, ma•ai.~. 

BER1HA sits timidly in an armchair near GR.ACE and warms her hands in front of the 
fire. 

GRACE 
Tell me about when you worked here before. 

BERTHA 
\\That do you want to·k:now? 

GR.A.CE 
Did you have children to look after then as well? 

BERTHA 
No. No, the master and his wife didn't have any family. I 
was in charge of organising the housework. 

GR.A.CE 
Were there many servants? 

BERr.d . .A.. 
About fifteen. But L.i. the end there were only the three of 
us left. 

GPJ,,_CE 
wny? 

BERTH.A.. 
My employers mov~d to London. They came here less 
and less, what 'Ni.th it being so out of the way and all. .. 
And so the house was gradually left empty. 

GR.A.CE 
It's the same old story. Everyone ends up leaving this 
da~i.ed island. My fai.'"Il.ily went in the su..-nrner of 1940, 
just before the invasion... .~T"ld tb.at was the last I ever 
heard of them ... 

BERTI-i .. A. 
Oh. 

GR.A..CE 
It makes no differe:::ce, I don· c b la.-ne them. All's fair in 
love and W.lr. 



,, . 
l: 
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Pause. 

BERTI-IA. 
Actually, we left, too. Although ... well, (she looks arour.d 
her wisifu.lly) sometimes you leave a place, and it's as if 
it's there with you all the time. I always felt liJce I'd never 
left this house. 

GRA.CE 
Vlhy did you leave? 

BERTILA.. 
It was ... on account of the tuberculosis. 

Tuberculosis? 

GRACE 
(surprised) 

BERTHA 
Toe wb.ole area was evacuated. 

GR.A.CE 
Vlhen was that? 

BERTiiA. 
In ... a few years ago. 

Pause. Burning logs crackle in the hearth. 

GR.A.CE 
Was that when Lydia was left dumb? 

From the old woman's e....-pression it is clear that she does not like talking about this 
su~ject. 

BERTHA 
Yes, I thin..1< so... (She smiles nervously). This poor old 
memory of mine is a bit rusty t.i.'1.ese days. 

GR.A.CE 
Vlhat happened to her? 

BER. rr_A_ 
Suddenly, one day, she just stopped raL1<h"1g. 

GRACE 
Bue there must have been a reason ... 
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BERT.rlA shakes her head. 

BERTHA. 
If there was, I never found out .. 

GR.ACE 
But people don't just stop talking li.1<e that, for no reason. 
These things are always the result of some sort of 
trauma ... (To herself). Something must have happened to 
her ... (Pause.) Were your emp layers good to you? 

BER1RA 
Oh, they were very pleasant indeed. 

-. GR.A.CE 
You don't have to lie, Bertha. 

BERTH..\ 
No, no, madam, I'm serious. They were always very kind 
to us, and ... well, we'll alw;3.ys be grateful to them for the 
way tb.ey .. . 

BERTHA cuts herself shorr, as if she had said more than she should. 

GR.A.CE 
The way they what? 

BER1n?. 
Tne way ... µie way they treated us. Ma'am, if you'll 
excuse me, I'd better go to bed, or there'll be no getting 
me up in the morning. 

GRACE 
Off you go. I'll stay here a while longer. 

BERTHA stands u.p and walks towards the door .. 

GRACE 
Do you know what became of them, whether they're still 
alive or not...? 

BERTHA 
No, to be honest, I don't. Goodnight. ma'am. 

Goodnight, Bertha. 

The old lady leaves the low1ge. 

GRACE scares czc clie fire. deep in chotcghc. 
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59. THE HOUSE. CHILDREN'S BEDROOM. INTJNIGHT. 

NICHOL.AS approaches t.h.e bed where ANN"£. is sleeping. 

Anne ... Anne ... 

Wnat do you want? 

I'm peeing myself. 
-. 

NICHOLAS 
(whispering) 

ANNE 

Nl:CHOLAS 

ANNE 
Well, you '11 have to wait till tomorrow. 

NICHOLAS 

. 
You know mother doesn't let us leave the room. 

NICHOLAS 
But, I can't hold it in any longer. 

1tN'NE chinks for a moment. Then she makes a gesture of impatience and gets out of 
bed. 

Face the wall. 

NICHOUS, as if he were already accustomed to this, rums ro::.nd and faces the wall. 
Behind him we see ANNE rummaging around in some part of the room. 

NICHOLAS 
Hurry up, I'm bursting. 

A.N'NE approaches him and hands him rwo keys. 

A.!.---.."NE 
This one is for here, and this one for the bath.room. 

NICHOLAS 
No. I don't wa.11t to go on my o'w"!l. 



Here we. go! 

A.L'-l"N .t. 
(frowning with impatience) 

NICHOLAS 
(a lirrle ashamed) 

I'm scared. \Vhat ifibump into the intuders? 

ANNE 
Intruders ... All right, come on. 

The children stealthily open the door and leave the room. 
,, 

60. THE HOUSE. PASSAGE "\¥ITH VIRGIN. INT./NIGHT. 

The children step into the passage. Moonlight shines through the windows. 

They proceed on tiptoe. 

Suddenly, NICHOLAS stops dead, staring towards the end of the passage. 

What is it? 

NICHOLAS 
(in an almost imperceptible whisper) 

There's someone there. 

'Vfhere? 

Look. 

NICHOLAS 
(gesrun·ng with his head) 

At the end ofthe,passage there i.s a statue oj the Virgin with .a raised ann. Ne.-ct to it a 
human silhouette can be made out. · 

fi .. NNE stands for a fe;v moments scrutinising the darkness. Then her e.,..--pression 
rela:;:es. 

Al"TNE 
It's the shadow of the Virgin, silly. 

N1CHOLAS 
No, no. 

AJ."ir-rE 
Nicholas, it's the shadow of the Virgin. 
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~1Cn0L.A.S 
Let· s go back. 

ANNE begins to walk co the end of the passage. 

Don't be stupid. 

N1CHOLAS 
Don't go, don't go. 

Cowardy custard. 

. 

..6J'.lrffi 
(walking) 

NICHOLAS watches in horror as his sisrer stands ne:::t to the shadow . 

.A..NNE 
~ookingarNICHOLA.S 

See? It's only a shad ... 

The shadow suddenly shoots out a black ann. and grasps the girl. 
14-1\/NE screarr.s. NICHOL4.S steps back.. 

Moonlight shines or. the silhouecre. It is GRACE. 

GR.A.CE 
(in an angry whisper) 

Do you mintl telling me what you're doing? (She looks 
toward the end of the passage) Nicholas, come here. · 

The boy walks slowly towards his mother. 

ANNE 
I was only ta.1<.ing him to the bathroom, mummy. He said 
he was bw-sting for a pee. · 

GR.A..CE 
How did you get out of the room? 

The door was open. 

GR.A..CE 
(naring) 
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That BerJla's going to feel the sharp end of my tongue 
when I see her ... And how were you thinking of getting 
into the bathroom? 

ANNE 
We_ were going to ask you for the key. 

PatLse. GR.A CE looks at NICHOLAS 

GRACE 
You should have gone before you went to bed. Come on, 
then, be quick. 

NICHOLAS 
(loolg.ng very distraught) 

I don't thi.i."lk I need to now. 

The boy has an enonnou.s stain on his pyjama bottoms. 

61. THE HOUSE. BATHROOM. Il'i'T ./NIGHT. 

GRACE is vigorously washing NICHOLAS who is standing in the bath, holding up his 
pyjama jacket. 

The boy watches his mother. 

Mummy. 

Wnat? 

NICHOLAS 

GR.A.CE 
(still annoyed) 

NICHOLAS 
•1,l,/'hen's daddy coming home? 

The question upsets GJUCE and she pauses momentarily. Tnen her e....."J)ression hardens 
and she continues scmbbing his legs. 

GRACE 
\Vhen the war's over. 

N"'ICHOLAS 
wny did he go to war ... I mean, nobody's done anything 
bad to us? 

,, ____ ,) Pau.se. GR.A.CE ·s ·eyes redden and rremble. It is obvious char she does not like talking 
a!:Jor..t.t the stt.bjecr. 
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GRACE 
Daddy went...(wirh slight sarcasm) ... Daddy went because 
he's very brave. And he wasn't prepared to let th~ 
Germans tell him what he had to do. · 

NICHOLAS 
"'Why? 

GRA.CE shakes her head. She seerr.s on the point of bursting in.to tears. 

62. THE HOUSE. GRACE 7S BEDROOM. INT./!'fIGHT. 

GRACE. lying on the bed. bursts into tears. 

Wny, why ... ? 

GRACE 
(gr.oanin.g) 

She srrerches out her hand and takes a handkerchief .from the bed.side table. She blows 
her nose, and tries to pull herself together. 

A ~dden noise changes her expression. She sits up and listens ... 

The piano is playing. 

The gentle, mysterious melody, reminiscent of Satie, cannot be clearly distinguished as 
it echoes through the house. 

Gl?..4.CE quickly puts her slippers on. 
. ', 

63. THE BOUSE. PASSAGE -ST.4JRS. Th7./NIGHT. 

GR.ACE rushes out inco the passage, grasping the rifle and an oil lamp. 

The melody can be h_eard more clear{y. 

She stops at the head of the stairs, as if having second thoughts about going d;wn. 

She descends the staircase slowly. The wooden stairs creak 

GRACE looks around her nervously as she descends, although her attention is almost 
totally directed towards the mu.sic room. 

64. THE HOUSE. H.UL - PASSAGE. INT./NIGHT. 

GR.A CE s,ops in from of the music room door. She places che oil lamp on the floor in 
order co have beue'r control of che rifle ar.d slowly pushes on rhe door handle. 

Almost inscantaneoi,sly the music scops. vanishing in a sore of melange of notes. as if 
someone had rnddenl_v stopped plc.ying b1,t wiclro1u releasing the s1LSrain pedal. 
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GRACE pushes the door wide open and, with the rifle raised, peers around the room: 
:here is no one sitting ar the piano, alrhough the lid is raised. 

GRACE takes a deep breath and enters the room. 

65. THE HOUSE. rvrusrc ROOrvI. lL~'T./NIGHT. 

GRACE walks slowly towards the piano ... 

Behind her, the door slowly closes {with the inevitable squeaking of hinges, needless to 
say) leaving the oil lamp outside. Now the only light is what filters in from the night 
throug~ t~e windows. 

GR.ACE stops. uneasily, as if unsun:. whether to go back and open the door again or ro 
continue towards the piano ... 

She moves towards the piano. 

She closes the lid and locks it. 

She looks around, without lowering the rij1e: there is no one in the room. 

She returns to the door, opens it and leaves. 

66. THE HOUSE. H...UL- PASSAGE. INT.11'11GHT. 

GR.ACE bends down to pick up the oil lamp, beside the door. As she does so, the door 
closes behind her, very, very slowly. 

Pause. GRACE opens the door again ... 
She s-,vings it gently bacf..'vVards andforward.s, as if checking the state of the hinges. 

She leaves it openjor some time, looking continuously to the back of the room. 

Absolute silence ... 

The door slams in her face with uncpected violence. The movement is so brtt.sque that 
GRACE almost/alls to thefloor. 

On the other side of the door, we hear someone cum the key firmly in the lock 

GRACE turns and runs up che passage. 

Bertha!! 

\ ·--' 

'·-/ 6i. THE HOUSE. H . .UL- ST.-URS. INT./NIGHT. 

GRACE nuts tlp rhe stairs. 
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GR.ACE 
Bertha!! 

BERT'dA appears on the upper lending. 

BERTH.A. 
(very scared) 

Vfhat's the matter, madam? 

GR.A...CE 
Toe key to the music room! Give it to me! 

BERTHA searches qui~kly in the pocket of her dressing gown. 

GR.A.CE 
Quickly! 

· BERTHA rakes our her bunch of keys. 

BERTHA. 
Vlb.at' s happened, madam? 

GRACE grabs the ke'/s and hurtles downstairs. 

Come on! 

68. THE HOUSE. HALL-PASSAGE. INTJNIGHT. 

GRACE runs towards che mu.sic room door. She puts ,he key in the lock and turns it. 

69. THE HOUSE. i'YfUSIC ROOi'YI. INT./r--i'1GHT. 

GRACE and BERTHA burst into che room. 

It is empty. 

GRACE looks in horror cowards the piano. 

GR.A.CE 
Oh, my God ... ! 

Tne lid of che piano has been raised again. 

i0. THE HOUSE. KITCHEN. INT./DAWN. 

'<~ _ _:;/ BERTHA pours boiling ·.vc.cer from che kecrle into a whice mug. She then places the mug 
and cwo ccblets 011 the cable where GRACE sits gazing into space with a tense 
expression on her face. 

. -.- .. -
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BERrrt.A.. 
Drink this and take t.'lese tablets, ma'am. Tney'll do you good. 

GRACE grasps the mugfinnly. trying ro bring her trembling hands under control. 

GR.A.CE· 
( almost to herself) 

I checked that room myself. It was empty. And yet I felt 
that someone else was there. A ... presence ... moving 
around me. .And it wasn't hum.an. Those 
beings ... whoever they are, are challe:::it.ng us ... me and 
my children. 

- BERTH.A 
You mustn't say such ~gs, ma'am. You should get 
some rest ... 

GR.A..CE 
(banging her fist on the table) 

I don't want to rest! I can't. And I know rm not mad. 
(She-;jtands and walks around the table). My d.aughtc-r's 
v_isions, the whispering voices, the doors that open and 
close, the piano... (Thoughfully:) That's why tb.at poor 
girl went dumb. There's something in this house that she 
saw or heard ... or felt!! Something demonic. 

Ma'am! 

BERTHA 
(crossing hersel;) 

GR.A..CE 
(looking around her) 

Something which is not at rest ... You don't believe it, do 
you? 

BERT'r!A looks down. 

GR.A..CE 
I don't blame you. I had my doubts as well. 

BERTHA 
(pl!icking tip courage) 

I do believe it, madam. 

GRACE looks at her, slightly surprised. 
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Pause. • 

BERTI-LA.. 
I've always believed in those things. Tney're not eas'j to 
explain ... but they happen. We've all heard stories of the 
beyond. now and then... And I think that, sometimes, ~'1.e 
world of the dead ... gees mixed up with the world of the 
living. 

GRACE 
But that's impossible! The Lord would never allow such 
an aberration! Toe living and the dead will only :meet at 
the e11d of time. It says so in the Bible. 

BERTH.A 
There isn't always an answer for everything, ma'am. 

GRACE runs out of the kitchen. 

BERTHA 
(worried) 

What are you going to do? 

71. THE HOUSE. HALL. L.'fT./DAY. 

GRACE goes ro a cupboard, near rhe door, and takes out an overcoat. 

GRACE 
It's time I went to the village and paid FaLl-ier Lebrun a 
visic. If he,won't come here, I shall go to bim. And I'll 
bring him back. 

BERTii.A.. 
But, ma'am, you should wait for the weather to improve ... 

GRACE 
I've waiced kmg enough. 

GRACE leaves the house: BERTF..Afollows her. 

72. THE HOUSE. GA.RDEN. EXT./DAY. 

GR.ACE ni.shes down the drive. BERrrlA walks behind her. 

BERTILA.. 
The priest told me he would come as soon as he could ... 

GR.A. CE stops and turns co face the old woman. 
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Pause. 

I'm tired of hearing what he tells you! I want him to tell 
me·, personally. He's going to come today. Tae sanctity 
of this house is at sta.1<e. 

BERTHA 
Wnat are you going to tell him? 

GRACE 
(pointing to the house) 

I've searched every room in there, inch by inch. Now I 
want them to be blessed. 

GRACE walks off. BERTHA. watches her.anriously. 

73. THE HOUSE. GARDEN -TREES. EXT./DAY. 

TUTTLE, with a wheelbarrow beside him, is raking together three piles of dead leaves. 

GRACE approaches him, through tlze trees. 

BERTHA 
(ofl) 

Ma'am, olease, wait, it's still very early! 

TUITLE 
Good morr,..ing, ma'am. 

GRACE 
Tuttle, I want you to search the whole garden and tell me 
if you come across any gravestones. 

TIJTTLE 
Gravestones? 

BERT"HA catches up to chem. 

GR.A.CE 
\Vhen my husband bought this house three years ago, we 
were told there was a little cemetery among the trees. 

TCJTTLE 
I've not seen anything. 

GR..;.CE 
(beginning co walk o;J) 

Check carefully. The graves could be overgrown. 
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TUTTLE 
Yes, ma'am. 

GRACE 
I want to know if there was a family buried here ... a family 
whose father was a pianist. 

74. THE HOUSE. GARDEN GATE - ROAD. EX"T./DAY. 

GRACE pushes open a huge vrrough.t iron gate a."ld comes out onto a dirt road tbat 
disappears round both sides of the property. 

A thin fog blurs the distant countryside. 

75. THE HOUSE. GARDEN - TREES. EXT .!DAY. 

BERTHA. and TUTTLE look towards the e.'tit. 

Suddenly, the old woman's face. usually '/..ind and almost naive, acquires a troubled, 
sombre e;r:pression. 

BERTH.A. 
(with compliciry) 

Now she's convinced they're ghosts. 

TUTTLE 
(leaning on his rake) 

Don't you th.ink it's risky to let her go? 

BERTHA 
(coldly) 

Don't worry. The fog won't let her get vecy far. 

nrrTLE 
Oh. yes, the fog. Toe fog ... of cotme. 

TUT17.£ resumes his work, raking the dead leaves. Suddenly he stops and leans on his 
rake again. 

TUTTLE 
(pointing to che three piles) 

A.nd when ... when do you th.ink we should tell her 
about ... all chis? 

BERTHA 
All in good time, 'tvl:r. Tuttle. All in good time. Oh, you'd 
better add some more leaves to that pile. 
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Cakes a handful of dried lecves from the wheelbarrow and scatters them over the tomb 
hiding it from view .once more. · 

76. RO.-U). EXT./DAY. 
(\ 
~J GRACE walks briskly along the roadside. 

The fog has thickened. 

Even though she is outdoors, not a single bird can be heard r-.vir-cering. 

Thefurrh_er GRACE walks on, the thicker the fog becomes. 

The silence also becomes more and·r;nore enveloping; not a leaf r.LStle.s. nor is there the 
slightest hint of a breeze ... 

There is a total stillness. which amplifies the sound of her steps and her rapid 
breathing. 

GR.A CE looks behind her, rather uneasily: the fog is now so thick cir.at she can hardly 
see anything. 

Only a grained, grey cunain stretches before her. It is now impossible to detect even 
the branches of the rrees. 

~ GR.A.CE stops, aware that she is losing her way. 

Total silence. 

She so-etches her arm out into the fog. Her hand disappears into the mist. 

GRA. CE 's breathing becomes more and more panicky. 'Wherever she looks, she can see · 
only whiteness. Not a single shape is visible. 

GR.A.CE is overcome by panic. She rums to face the other way, - or so it seems, at least, 
- wirh the intention of back.racking .... · 

Bu.t she cannot escape the blanket of fog. 
GR-4.CE seems to be runr:ing literally chrough nothingness. 

She stops once more ro get her breath back· 

In spite of herself, she is unable to stifle the occasional moan of desperation. 

Suddenly. a wcrm ray of sunlight reaches her. In the distance, a figure is outlined 
against che lighc. 

The flg;.,re approaches slowly. GRA.CE feels so helpless and disconcerted chert she can 
only ren:::rzin rooted to the spot. 
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When the figure is barely a me!re away, GRACE lers out a groan of utter shock, and 
puts her hands to her mouth. 

The man, about thirry frve years of age, is dressed in .military ur.iform. He carries a 
(~i knapsack on his back. He is tall and slim, with deep set eyes and a cadaverous jaw. He 
,.__.... has several scars and bruises on his face. His e.,..-pression is sad and absent, as if he had 

lived chrou.gh some terrible e...-perience. 

', 
i 

~ _ _, __ j 
-...._ _ __,.,-

Charles ... 

. . 

GR.A.CE 
(almost breathless) 

The man looks at her in silence without reacting, as if he did_ not recognise her. Then 
his eyes widen a little. -

Grace ... 

CH;\Rl.ES 
(sru.ttering) 

They embrace slowly. The knapsack/alls to the ground. 

GR.A. CE begins to cry. 

GR.A.CE 
(oerween sobs) 

This can't be true. It's not oossible. They told me you'd 
been given up for dead ... t.hat you stepped on a mine and 
were swallowed up by the earth. 

CH.A.l?.LES takes some time to answer. 

CHARLES 
(looking into space) 

They ... say a lot of things. 

GR.A.CE 
(pressing herself even. more closely to him) 

Oh. thank you, God, tha,r,_l( you. Every night I've prayed 
for th.is moment, asking for the impossible, begging God 
to return my b.usba."1.d. and th.e father of my children. (She 
pulls away from him slightly and looks him in cfte eyes). 
Tney don't know ai.-i)'!hing. I told them the w2:r wasn't 
over yet, and that one day you'd come back. (She 
embraces him again). A.rid you have, you're back, you're 
back ... But ... where have you been all this time? 

CF_aJU.ES 
Out there ... looking for my house. 
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GRACE r-i.1.r:.s her hand over his. forehead a~a Lnrougn fll.S n.a,r. 

GR.A.CE 
My God, you're so ... different. 

CHARLES 
Sometimes I bleed. 

GP.A CE is unable to stifle a burst of hysterical laughter. 'They both smile, looking at 
each ocher. 

Meanwhile. a stiff breeze has SYt1epc the fog away among the trees, making the road 
visible once more. 

Dissolve co 

77. TIIE HOUSE. GARDEN - FA<;A.DE. EXT.IDAY. 

CH.ARLES leans slightly on GRACE ·s arm as they approach the house. 

78. THE HOUSE. HALL. Ir-,"TJDAY. 

GRACE and CHARLES enter the hou.se. BERT'HA comes to meet them. 

BERTHA. 
Ma'am. 

GR.A.CE 
Bertha, this is my husband. 

BER11-IA ·s reaction is little short of astonishment. 

BERTH.A.. 
Pleased to meet you, sir. 

GR.A.CE 
He's very weak. Pr~are a hot bath~ some clean clothes 
and something to eat. 

BERrrt.;. 
Right away, ma' a:."'!l. 

BERTHA {eaves che room. 

\\r'nere are the child.:en? 

GR..;.CE 
Upstairs. Wait, I'll call them. 
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CHA .. R.LES stops her with a gesture of his ha~d and m·o,,,~ ~~- th~fooc OJ Lile ~ .. a.ircc.:;e. 

Then he begins to climb the stairs one by one, like an old man of eighry. 

GRACE observes his slow ascent, visibly moved, though we do not know whether it is 
out of joy or sadness at seeing him in such a lamentable state. 

79. THE HOUSE. CHILDREN'S BEDROOM. INT./DAY. 

)JfNE and NICHOLAS are asleep. 

The door opens and the outline of their father appears. 

CHARLES 
(whispering) 

How are my little ones? 

ANNE is the first to open her eyes and see him. She leaps from the bed and runs 
towards him. 

AN-:t-fE 
Daddy! 

CHARLES sweeps her up into his arms. as she clings to his neck. 

Pw."-i-t'-,fE 
Wb.y did you take so long? 

CHARLES looks at NICHOLAS. The boy's breaching is very staggered, as if he were 
shivering wt.ch· cold. He stares fi.i:edly at his father. . 

•, 

CH.A..RLES 
Hello, titch. 

CH.AR.LES stands by the edge of che bed. The boy bursts into tea.rs. 

ANNE 
\Vhat a cry baby! I told you he'd come back. 

CH.-4-RLES oucs the ~rl down sits on the bed and embraces NICHOLA.S. Only then 
• 0 ' 

does the boy react and srretch his arms out co his father. 

ANNE sirs on the other bed. 

CH.A.RLES 
H;ive you both behaved yourselves? 

WeJ ve been very good. 

-., 
i ... 
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Pause. 

CH.A....'"<...l...t:.:::i 
Have you. been good co your mother? 

.A..N"N'E 
Very good. Every day we study for our First Commu...'"llon. 
Daddy, did you kill anyone? 

CHARLES 
{stroking his son 's head) 

No, but I've seen a lot of dead men. 

·ANNE 
Really? Wllat do they look like? 

Like me. 

CHARLES 
{with a disranr look) 

80. THE BOUSE. GRACE'S BEDROOM. INT./DAY. 

GRACE is kneeling beside her bed, her hands clenched against her forehead. She is 
visibly moved, almost in tears. 

GR.A.CE 
(whispering) 

Forgive me, Lord, for ignoring your voice, for not feeling 
yo_ur--.presence ... your great mercy, which never fails to 
succom me-and my children, giving meaning to our lives. 

,,-

Thank yoU: for hearing my prayers, for shov..i.ng ce yet 
again that you are able to work miracles. I promise, Lord, 
that I shall never again be weak, tb.at I shall never agai.n 
allow myself to be carried away by stupid superstitions. I 
can see everything clearly once more... You and only 
You are the Way. 

81. THE HOUSE. SE\VING R00rr1. INT./DAY. 

GRACE hums softly, as she embroiders .AJl./?v"E's communion dress. 

BERTHA enrers rhe room. 

BERTHA 
Lunch is ready, madam. . 

GRACE does not look up from rhe dress. She is lose in her thoughts. smiling constantly. 

u"h huh. 
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BER1RA 
With your permission, I thought I'd lay the white 
tablecloth and the siiver cutlery. 

GRACE 
Uh huh. 

BERTHA moves towards a sideboard. 

BERTHA 
Aren't you giving them a lesson today, madam? 

GR.A.CE 
No. I want them to SP.,end time with their father. 

· BERTHA opens a draw and carefully takes out a white tablecloth. 

BERTH.A.. 
And what about ... that other matter? 

GR.ACE 
Other matter? (She stops sewing). ·Oh ... 

For an in.st ant, GRACE 's e.;::pression clouds over. 

BERTILA.. 
{taking cutlery from a drawer) 

.Are you still thinking of going to see Father Lebrun? 

GRACE resumes her embroidery, and the smile returns to her face. 

GR.A.CE 
You know, I thin.1< just lately we've all let ourselves get 
rather earned away. This house would drive anyone mad, 
don't you thin.1< so? It's so big ... and so dark. But, now 
my husband's back. things are goi.."l.g to change. With him 
here, there's nothi."lg co fear. 

BER'THA looks rather scepcical, but finally agrees. 

Yes, ma'am. 

GP.ACE concinues httmming. 

Sttddenly, a door is heard opening. 

Here he comes. 

BERTii..\ 

GR..~CE 
(standing up) 
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82. THE HOUSE. H.tj_L. INT.IDAY. 

GRACE, followed by BERTHA. walks towards the staircase. 

Upstairs, we hear her husband's slow steps. 

GR.A.CE 
Darling, we've prepared you some lunch. Are you coming 
down or would you rat.her we took ... ? 

A door closes. GRACE turns to BER'I'.dA and gives her an apologetic look. 

GRACE 
He must be very ti.red:. 

BERTHA nods and leaves the room. 

· 83. THE HOUSE. DINING ROOM. INT.!DAY. 

GRACE and the children ear in silence. 

Clatter of knives and forks on plates. 

Silence. 

GRACE 
Amie, hold your spoon properly . 

• A.:N""NE 
(looking bored) 

"Wb.en's daddy coming do'w"Il? 

GR..A..CE 
Daddy's very tired. 

.ANN.t. 
He said he's seen lots of dead men. 

Ssshh ... 

&'-n,rE 
Mummy, when people die in the war, where do they go? 

GR.A.CE 
What a question! It depends. 

N1CHOLAS 
On what? 
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GRACE 
WelL .on whethe~ they fought on the side of the ·•goodies" 
or the "baddies... In this war, for example. your father 
fought for England, on the side of the .. goodies". 

ANNE 
And how do you know who the .. goodies" and the •'baddies" are? 

GR.A.CE 
Afl right, that's enough questions. Eat your food. You'll 
never go to war. 

NICHOLAS 
-(.disappointedly) 

We'll never go anywhere.·. 

For an instant,. ·GR.A CE looks at her son with tenderness. Then her face hardens. 

Silence. 

GRACE 
You're not missing anything out there. You're better off 
here at home Vtith mummy and daddy, who love you. 

And the intruders. 

GRACE goes rigid and glares_ at her d0:ughter . 
.... 

GRACE 
(icily) 

There are no intruders here. 

But you said that ... 
ANNE 

GR.ACE 
(~en more icily) 

I said that there are no intruders here. And I don't wa..""lt to 
hear another word on the subject . 

. But. .. 

GRACE 
(Danging her fist on the table) 

That's enough( 

They carry on eating. in silence. 
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Can I say someth ... ? 

GRACE 
No! 

ANNE 
Way not?! 

. GR.A.CE 
Because you can't! 

ANNEshrif.fles in her seat, breathing rapidly. 

GRACE 
{furiously) 

Stop breathing like that. 

The girl srares at her plate, unable· - or not wishing- to control her breathing. 

Stop ... breathing . 

GRACE 
(oenveen her teeth) 

. ANNE intensifies her breathing even more. She seems on the point oj crying. 

GRACE 
Rigb.t, go to your room. There's no dessert for you today . 

.... 
Tne girl srands and runs oui of the room. 

84. THE HOUSE. KITCHEN. INT./DAY. 

/i.JvNE ro.ns through the kitchen. BERm.4. blocks her path and embraces her. 

BERTH..A.. 
Tnere, there, stop crying ... 

BERTHA bends down and cmemprs ro pull the girl's hands from her jace. 

BERr.tLA. 
Look what an awful face you've got when you cry! 

I don't care! 

BERTHA cakes ow·a handkerchief and dries Al'INE ·s tears. 

I've seen them, too. 
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A.."fNE looks at the old woman. surprised. 

ANN'"E 
So why don't you tell my mother ... ? "(BERTHA shakes 
her head). She migi.1.t believe me then. 

BERTHA 
There are things you mother would rather not hear. She 
only believes in what she was taught. But don't worry. 
Sooner or later she'll see tb.em. And then everything will 
be different. 

ANNE 
Wny? 

BERTILA. 
(v,dth an enigmatic smile) 

You'll see ... there are going to be some big surprises. 
There are goiilg to be ... {opening wide her eJles) ... cb.anges . 

Changes ... 

.ANNE 
(whispering) 

~ 85. THE HOUSE. GR.~CE,S BEDROOM. Il'iT .!DAY. 

GRACE slowly opens the door and goes in. 

CHARLES is laid on the b~d, in the foetal position, with his eyes open. He ha.s not even 
taken off his boo cs. 

GR.A.CE looks at him tenderly and sirs beside him. She strokes his hair. 

Silence. 

GRACE 
Tomorrow we'll go for a walk in the woods, li.l.ce we used 
to do. Do you remember? · 

GRACE 
Do you remember, darling? 

PmLSe. CHA.RLES's breaching speeds up. 

CH.~ES 
No. ·r don't want to. I don't want co go out. 

- wny not? 
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CHARLES CLirls up even more. 

CHARLES 
I'm afraid.· (He stares to cry). I'm afraid .. .I'm ~¼id ... 

(~ GRACE ·s initial surprise tu.ms into absolute stupor. 

'"'J 
Then she rests her head on him. 

GR.ACE 
(as if she were comforting one of her children) 

Sshh ... take it easy, my love. Everything will be as it used 
to be. You' 11 see. 

86. SHED. l!.~T./NIGHT. 

TUTTLE enters the shed carrying a pile of logs. 

BERTHA and LYDIA are sitting i,:z front of an open hea.rch. In the background we can 
see a bed and a small table. Tools hang from the walls. 

TT.lTTLE places a few logs on the fire and stokes it with a poker. 

Silence. · 

BERTrl.A. 
Now she behaves as if nothing had happened. 

TUTTLE 
wnat about her daughter? 

BERTHA 
She's not so mule-headed. She knows things are goi.i.g on 
in the house. The children will be easier to convince. But 
the mother is going to give us problems. 

TUTTLE 
Do you thin.1< her husband suspects anything? 

BERTILA.. 
I doubt if even knows ,.vhere he is. Toe poor ma..i. has lost 
his mind. 

TUTTLE 
Oh, de::i.r. 

87. THE HOUSE. GARDEN - FA<;.-illE. EXT./DAY. 

Long disrance slrot of the house. 

Sl 
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ITJTTLE slowly crosses the frame, pushing his wheelbarrow. 

Dissolve to 

ANNE 
(off) 

Mother of Jesus and Mother mine: To you, on this blessed 
day of my First Communio~ I do consecrate my hear., my 
body and all my being. Tum, oh Lady, ... 

88. THE HOUSE. KITCHEN. INT.IDAY . 

. • 

LYDIA is cooking. She moves to and fro, keeping an eye on the steaming saucepans. 

Dissolve to 

ANNE 
. (off) 

... your merciful eyes unto my soul, which tb.is day has 
~ecome the sanctuary of Jesus. Make me yours, oh most 
holy Virgin, and help me to love you as the child Jesus 
loved you. 

89. THE HOUSE. GR....\.CE'S BEDROOM. I:NT./DAY. 

CHAR.LES is lying on the bed, his e;,·es wide open, staring into space. 

He is trembling. 

Dissolve ca 

.A_NNE 
{o/j) 

And you, who are goodness itself, hold me in your he~ 
as you did Jesus. Keep Jesus in my hear-1..o make me to love 
him forever and deliver me from all dangers and evil. 

90. THE HOUSE. STUDY ROOivI. INT./DAY. 

GRACE. holding a catechism, is seated opposite che children. 

Silence. 

ANNE 
Erun ... from all evil. 

GR.A.CE 
(prompring her from che catechis:-n) 

If I should ever ... 
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A.~N"E 
If I should ever offend him, lee me not forget ·that I am 
yours and make me to return repentant to his sweet 2.l.'"ld 
divine heart. Amen.. 

GRACE gives a satisfied smile. She closes the catechism and gives the girl a 
resounding kiss. 

GR..~CE 
Very good. 

'Nhat about my treat? 

GRACE 
My treat, my treat. That's· all you thin.le about. 

· 91. THE HOUSE. CHILDREN'S BEDROOM. INTJDAY. 

Facing their reflection in the mirror, GR.A.CE places a white veil on ANNE's head. 

GR.A.CE 
Look what a pretty daughter I've got. 

ANNE is wearing her First Comm1.mion dress. 

GRACE lets the transparent tulle veil/all over the girl's/ace. 

GR.A.CE 
Mummy has.'-made this veil especially for you. 

. . 

I look like a bride. 

They laugh. GRACE kisses the girl and stands up. 

GRACE 
I just need to shorten the sleeves a bit. Yau can take it off 
now. 

Nooe ... 

GR-A.CE 
:\nne, this dress has to be spotless for your First 
Communion. 

.A..l"-l1'fE 
I oromise I won't dirry it. But let me wear it for a little 
longer. Just a lit1l.e.-. 
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Pause. 

GRACE 
All right. I'll be back shortly. 

GRACE walks to the door. 

GR.ACE 
But no sitting on the floor or leaning agai-rist the walls! 

. nze girl nods her assent eagerly. 
··"· ,"'t 

GRACE leaves the room. 

92. THE HOUSE.. PASSAGE. L'IT./DAY. 

GRACE goes into the pas.sage and walks off. 

93. THE HOUSE. CHILDREN'S BEDROOM. INT.IDAY. 

ANNE admires herself coquettishly in the mirror . . 

ANNE 
Monsieur, would you m~e to dance with me ... ? I'd love 
to. 

The girl begins dancing alone. humming to herself. 

94. THE HOUSE. GR.A.CE'S BEDROOM .. L'IT./DAY. 

GRACE nptoes in. canying a r:ray of food. 

CH.AR.LES is resting on the bed. 

GRACE places the craYon a cable and sits ne.-:r to him. She caresses his hair. 

95. THE HOUSE. CHILDREN'S BEDROOM. INT./DAY. 

ANNE conrin:les dancing. admiring herself in the mirror. 

96. TH:E HOUSE. GRACE'S BEDROOM. INT./DAY. 

GRACE whispers into her husband's ear. 

GR-A.CE 
Charles... Darling... You can't go on lik~ this. You 
must eac something. 



CHARLES does noc reply. The prevailing half-light prevents our seeing whether his 
eyes are open or closed. 

9i. THE HOUSE. CHILDREN'S BEDROOM. Th1./DAY. 

ANNE ha.s disobeyed her mocher and is sirring on the floor, makf.ng her two dolls dance 
with each ocher in her hands. 

She is singing softly. 

98. THE HOUSE. GR.~CE'S BEDROOM. INT.!DAY. 

GRA°CE, with a sigh of resignation, gives a la.st look at her husband, lying motionless 
on the bed, and leaves the room. 

99. THE HOUSE. PASSAGE. Th'T./DAY • 

. GRACE reaches the door of the children 's bedroom. 

Amie. 

There is no reply. 

Anne ... ? 

Yes, mummy. 

GRACE 

G:ELA..CE 

Al.~ 
(off) 

GRACE 
Get changed now, my love . 

Already? 

..AJ."-lr-TE 
(off), 

GR..A..CE 
Yes, come on, now, don't make me mad. 

Yes, mu.rri.my. 

Al"iNJ::. 
(off) 

GR.A.CE sits down on a chair, and raises her hands co her fcce in a clear gesture of 
ciredness. 

ANNE ·s h:tmming. 
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() 
.=-fumming. 

Humming. 

-GRAC..~ 
Anne, have you take:n it off? 

GR.A.CE 
Anne, have you taken the dress off? 

GRACE stands and takes ow the bunch of keys. 

GRACE 
That girl. .. ! 

100.THE HOUSE. 'CH!LDREN'S_BEDROOM. INTJDAY. 

GR.A CE enters the room. 

_ if:t the far side of the room, by the light of an oil lamp, we can make out r~e white form . 
of the girl as she sits with her back to us. We can see only the dolls dancing in her 
hands. 

GR.ACE 
Arme, what did I tell you about sitting on the floor? 

But I'm on the carpet. 

GRACE 
It ma.'<es no 'difference. You'll still soil it. Do you mind 
telling me why you never do as you're tol...? 

-
Silence. GR.A. CE shows an e::::pression of absolute terror. 

The hands which are playing with the dolls are long an.d bony. Ac chat moment we are 
aware that the. girl's silhouette could be that of an older woman, crouching in the 
corner. lnfact, the seams of the dress seem to be about to split. Nevenheles:s, ANNE's 
voice is unmistakable. 

GRACE walks slowly coward the figur~ ... 

FIGlJR.E 
(with ANNE ·s voice) 

I did.1't know how co take it- off. 

GRACE stands opposite the figure. and/or a moment seems co have been left breathless 
,~i by the shock ... 

- -·) 

-,r 

Behind the ru!le of the veil -.ve can jusr distinguish the drawn and wrinkled face of an old 
woman. wirh unseeing e.ves. who cominues singing ~~l.~ the girl ·s voice. 
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Tire old lady looks .at her - or so it seen"'.s - and stops singfng. 

OLDL.ADY 
(with ANNE 's voice) 

Wnat's the matter? 

GRACE with great difficu.lry manages to say .something. 

GR.A.CE 
\Vb.ere is my daughter? 

The did lady stares at her in silence. Then she lets out a r:rir:ra-le. 
· 0 00 

GRACE 
What have you doo.e with.my daughter?! 

The old lady suddenly hunches up. hiding her face with her arm. 

OLD LADY 
Don't hit me, don't hit me ... (She turns her head, like a 
little girl). \Vhy are you mad? I haven't doa.e anything 
wrong. 

GRACE u.rrers a cry of terror and filry, and rushes at the old lc:dy. She also .screams. 
~ GRACE drags her inro a comer and rips the veil from her head. 
'"---,/ 

OLDL.ADY 
., (with a blood-C"..lrdling shout) 

MummYYYYYY ... ! ! 

GR-A.CE 
(oearing and scratching her) 

You're not my daughter! You're not my daughte:-! 

Tne Communion dress is tom in several places. 

GR.4.CE digs her nails into the old woman ·s white hair and tries to tear it out. 

Suddenly, we see the reflection of their struggle in che mirror: GRACE is horrified co 
discover that it is her daughter she is grappling with. She immediately releases her grip 
and the gir! ncns into a comer. 

Ju.st chen, BERTHA enters the room. The girl throws her arms around her, sobbing. 

BERTriA 
Ma'a..-n, I heard shouts ... 

CR.J.CE says noclring. She is unable co reac:. a..s she tries to take t'n what has happened. 
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ANN"'E 
She wants to kill me! She's 'Wicked! (Looking at her 
mother and screaming:) You're wicked! Wicked! 

BERTH.A.. 
Anne, don't say such things! 

ANNE 
She won't stop until she kills us! 

BERTHA 
Ssshh ... calm do'INil., calm down ... 

A.NNE 
She tried it once! She won't stop until she kills ust 

GRACE raises her hands to her mouth to stifle her crying. 

BERTHA takes the girl from the room. 

101. THE HOUSE. KITCHEN. INT./DAY. 

GRACE is sitting with her arms folded. 

She has pu.t the kerrle on to boil. The door opens and BERTHA appears. 

Haw is she?., 

GRACE 
(an:ciou.sly) 

BERTH.A. 
I've never seen b.er li'T.::e this before, ma'am. Tnere's no 
calming her down. I've left her with her father. 

G_RACE gives her a surprisef look. 

BERTHA 
She insisted on talking to bim. 

BER'I'riA. removes the kecr!e.from the heat and pours some of the contents into a mug. 

BERTHA. 
wnat happened, ma'am.? 'Wny did you fight? 

GR.A.CE 
It wasn't her. It was ... th,ac woma.T'l. (She takes out of her 
pocke! the page of the colouring book. which is now very 
cr.mrpled. We see again the drawing of the grandmother.) 
Tne woman with the sightless eyes, imitating my 
daughter's votce. I'd swear to God that it wasn't my 
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Silence . . , 

· daughter. But, ail of a sudden ... (She closes her e-;es and 
draws her hand across her forehead. Sobbing:) God help 
me. I don't know what's the matter with me. 

BERTH.A.. 
You must get more rest, madam. (She places the mug and 
a couple of tablets on the table, in front of G.RA.CEJ. You 
can't take on all the responsibility of this house. Leave it 
to us. We k.'Tlow wbat has to be done. Come: now, drink 
this up ... 

GR.A.CE 
What's all this abouf~you knowing what has to be done? 
Wbat did you mean by that? 

BERTii.A.. 
Nothing, ma'am. I was just suggesting that ... 

GR.A.CE 
There's nothing to suggest! Who do you think you are! 
You have no idea what has to be done! (Pause). Or do 
you? 

~ BERTHA does noc reply. She rums away and begins co put the pors and par.s away. 
\J 

GRACE 
. (almost to herself) 

All t:bis began ... when you people arrived. 

GRACE looks at the rablets beside the steaming mug. 

Silence. 

GRACE 
Wnat are these? 

BERTif...A.. 
(with her back ro her) 

Tablets for your migraine, ma'a..T'T"l. Toe ones you always 
take. 

GR.A.CE 
Go and see to the children, please. I need to be on my 
0\Vu.. 

BER T'E_j.. 
Yes, madam. 
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BERTHA leaves the kitchen. 

After staring for a considerable time at the tablets and the drink. GR.ACE gets up and 
washes chem down the sink with the contents of the mug. · 

,3. 102.THE HOUSE. PASSAGE. TI'i"TJDAY. \ . 
'~ 

The door to GRACE's bedroom opens and BERTHA and ANNE come out, with the 
Communion dress in tatters. The girl shows signs of having been crying. 

GRACE watches them.from the other end of the passage. 

BERIHA and the girl walk past her. )._"'fNE does not look at her mother. 

GRACE watches them walk away. ·-

103.THE HOUSE. CHILDREN'S BEDROOM. INTJDAY. 

A."'INE lies on the bed, clutching a pillow. 

NICHOLAS sits behind her. 

1'17:CHOLAS 
(whispering) 

.A.rule... .A.rule, wb.at happened? 

.A..i.""fNE 
She 'bit me again. She said she'd never do it again. You 
remember, don't you?. 

NICHOLAS looks disturbed, as if some unpleasant memory had flashed into his mind. 

Nl:CHOLAS 
%en? 

Pause. 

The day she went mad. 

NICHOLAS lies on his bed, with his back to AJ.VNE. 

N1CHOLAS 
I don't remember. 

I do." She's a liar. 

NICHOLAS 
\Vby did she hit you? 
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ANNE 
Because she went mad again . .And she hates me. 

N1CHOLAS 
Don't say that. Mummy loves you. 

A._"NNE 
She always thinks she's rig.ht. And if you disagree with 
her, she won't let you speak ... But not anymore. 

NICHOUS turns over to face his sister. 

NICHOLAS 
\Vhy do you say that? 

:ANNE 
Nanny told me. There are going to be ... changes. 

104.THE HOUSE. GR...~CE'S BEDROOM. INTJDAY. 

GRACE enters and closes the door behind her. 

She leans back against the door. 

CHARLES i.s sirring on :he bed. He i.s wearing hi.s soldier's uniform. A faint light 
filrers through rhe closed shu.trers onto his back. He's looking down, so we can hardly 
see his face. 

Silence. 

CHARLES 
.Anne told me everything. 

GR4.CE looks a.shamed. She speaks slowly, halfway between desperation and 
exhaustion. 

Pause. 

GRACE 
I v.-ish I had a.Tl explanation, but I haven't. At first, I 
thought there was someone else in the house. I even 
thought there were g..li.osts ... 

CHARI.ES 
I'm not talking about the ghosts. I'm talking about what 
happened tii.at day. 

GR.A.CE 
\Vhen? 
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Long silence. 

CHARLES 
TeU me it's not true. Tell me the girl is lying. 

GRACE 
I don't know what you're talking about. 

CHAR.LES 
Tell me you d.idn 't do it. 

GRACE knows what her husband is referring to. She sobs and presses herself even 
harder against the door. 

Silence. 

GRACE 
(rearfo.lly) 

It happened ~ee months ago ... the thought of it still keeps 
me awake ... And when I do manage to get ta sleep, I wake 
up again in a S'Weat, shouting! (She calms dawn a little). I 
told the servants to take the day"- off. They never came 
back. I still don't kllow why ... Have you eaten any-J:Ling? 

CHARLES 
Tell me what happened. 

It is a while before GRACE speaks again. And as she nears the moment of confession, 
she finds speaking more and more difficult. 

GRACE 
I told the children to get ready for their bath. But they 
didn't take any notice... There are days when they don't 
do what I ask. (She cries again and adopts a tone of self
Justift.c,.arion:) I don't know why they have so much 
trouble · understanding ... that I give the orders around 
here ... ! Because Tm their mother! Ac.d you weren't here 
to help me ... Darr,.n itt Where were you?! 

CH.4..RLES does nor reply. He does nor even move. 

GR.A..CE 
They laughed... I threatened to take the belt to them, like 
you used to do... But they didn't care. (Sarcc:.srically:) 
They thought it was funny co see their mother trying to be 
their father ... trying to restore order. A.i.1.d the more I 
shouted at them and hit them, the more they laughed ... At 
me!! (Her legs weaken and she begins co slide down rhe 
door ictail she reaches che floor. Her voice ,rembles more 
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and mare, fadir.g ow:) So ... l put a ptuow, (.sne 
reproduces the gesture with her hands) over their little 
heads; .. So that ... they'd stop laughing. 

She cries bitterly for some time, as if she liad just received a thrashing. CHARLES does 
not appear to be moved. 

Little by little, GRACE recovers her_ composure.· 

GR.A.CE 
I almost killed them ... My God, I almost killed them ... 

CH..A...RLES 
(sadly) 

So it's true. You did do it. 

GRACE 
But nothing came of it! It was just an accident! 

You did do it. 

CH..A...RLES 
(coldly) 

GR.ACE 
You must forgive me. Charles ... 

CH.Alli.ES 
It's not me who must forgive you. It's the children. 

GRACE 
I already taL1<"ed to them, and promised them I'll never lay 
a finger on them agai.11. Tney know I love them, and that I 
could never ... 

CHA.RI.ES stands up. With the lighc behind him, his fig:-'re acquires a menacing air. 

Po.use. 

GR.A.CE 
Wna.t are you going to do? . 

CH.A.RI.ES 
I ca.'!le to say goodbye to my wife and children. Now I 
must go. 

Go whe::-e? 

Our there. 

GR.A.CE 

CF, .. A ... 'UES 
(c.bser.cly) 
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GRACE 
But, the war's over. You've no need to go. 

CHARLES 
(with ·a psych.ode look) 

The war hasn't finished. 

GR.A.CE 
{standing up) 

But, ... what the hell are ·you talking about?! You're not 
going anywhere, do you hear me? You left once already. 
(Pause). Vihy? 

GRACE goes over to the bed and slt,mps down., staring into space. 

GR.A.CE 
\Vhy did you have to go to that srupid war that had nothing 
ta do with us ... ? V/hy didn't you do what the others did? 

C".d.A.Rl.ES 
The others surrendered. 

GR.A..CE 
V./ e all surrendered! There was nothing else we could do! 
1bis is a small island and it was crawling with Germans, 
damn it! Is that so hard to accept? (She slowly lies down, 
resting her head on the pillow). What were you trying to 
prove by gqing to the front? You were bom here, for 
God's sake! Do you reme·mber ... do you remember when 
you told me .. .I know a house, in the middle of a meadow. 
No one will bother our children there. And you brought us 
to this cold, cheerless place, where I don't even k::J.ow who 
I am, because no one ki."'lows I exist! And then you left 
us ... In this house we are all guilty of something. 

. . . 

Suddenly, GRACE/eels CHAJU.ES's lips ~nher neck. He gently embraces her. 

They give each other a long look. 

'They kiss on the mouth and begin co undress. Against all e::cpectarions. GRACE shows a 
se--r.1.al passion licrle in keeping with her religious fervour. 

Ines; make love. 

105.THE HOUSE. GARDEN - FACADE. EXT./DA "w"N. 

Long distance shoe of cite !zottse. 



106.THE BOUSE. GR..~CE'S BEDROOM. ~"TJDAY. 

GRACE wakes slowly and placidly. 

She stretches and realises that CH.AR.LES ls no longer there. Tn.e door is open. 

GRACE 
Charles ... 

GRACE slips on her dressing gown and leaves the roam. 

107.THE HOUSE. STAIRCASE-H..UL. INTJDAY. ,,. 

GRACE runs downstairs to the main door. 

GRA.CE 
Charles! 

108.THE HOUSE. GARDEN. EXT.!DAY. 

GRACE runs down the driveway, with tears in her eyes. 

GRACE 
Charles ... !! 

~ She reaches the iron gate. 

109.THE HOUSE. GARDEN GATE-ROAD. EXT.JDAY . 
. , 

GR.ACE looks up and down the road. The fog only allows a visibility of n,..,enty metres 
in all directions. 

She stands motionless, not knowing what to do. 

110.THE HOUSE. CHILDREN'S BEDROOiv!. INTJDAY. 

A pale. choscly white {ia-ht illuminates the children who are asleeo in their beds, 
0 0 • 

A}INE opens her eyes and sics up. dazzled and puzzled. 

When she has stretched and is Ju.fly conscious of what is happening, she lets ou.t a 
piercing scream, her eyes glued on the window. 

lll.THE HOUSE. GARDEN GATE-RO . .u>. EXT.IDAY. 

GR.A.CE hears her children's screams. 

She wms and nins cowcr.rds che hotcse. 



GR.A.Ci::. 
Bertha!! The childreeeeen ... ! ! ! 

112.THE HOUSE. H.-'\.LL-STAIRCASE. ~"T./DAY. 

~ GRA.CE r .. ms up the stairs rwo at a rime. \ } 
", ... """" .... ~ 

None of the sen,ants shows signs of life. 

113.THE HOUSE. CHILDREN'S BEDROOM. INT.IDAY. 

GRACE enters the room. The children are crouched behind one of the beds, trying to 
protect the'f!'?Selves from the daylight. 
GRACE nms to the window. but instantly ·realises that there are no curtairts on the 
C".1.riain rail. 

She picks up the two children, who are still screaming, and leaves the room. 

li4.THE HOUSE. PASSAGE. L.'fT./DAY. 

GRACE runs along the passage carrying her children. She puts them down in front of a 
door and anxiously looks for her bunch of keys. 

GRACE 
Oh. my God, ... oh, my God ... ! 

115.TE:E HOUSE. EiYIPTY ROOM #1. INT./DAY. 

GRACE and the children burst into a spacious, empry room and r .. m to the windows. 
',. 

There are no curtains. 

GR.A.CE 
Vlhere are the curtains?! 

116.THE HOUSE. ROOiYl #2. INT./DAY. 

GRACE and the children enter another room fall of windows. 

There is nor a single amain. 

GRACE 

117.THE HOUSE. H . .;LL. INT./DAY. 

BERTHA. sranding in the centre of rhe hall, direc!s a siniscer look at the upper j1oor, 
· where GRACE ·s shouts are coming from.• 
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BER 1R.A.Jai...A...A..! ! 

GR..A..CE 
(off) 

BER'IHA remains motionless, like a statue. 

118.THE HOUSE. CHILDREN'S BEDROOM. lNT./DAY. 

GRACE enters wr'th the children and pulls a mattress off one of the beds. She drags it ~o 
the window, to r;over it. 

ANNE and NICHOUS cry incessantly. 
\°'; • . -

After resting for a f,nv seconds, GRACE nms to her children and eiamines their faces 
and their anns. - · 

· GRACE 
Don't worry .. .it's all ri~t. 

119.THE HOUSE. STUDY ROOM. n-rr .!DAY. 

L 'YDIA is quietly dusting the famiture. 

GRACE enters and goes up to the young girl. She grabs lter by the shoulders. 

GR.ACE 
Wno was it?! Wno was it?! Dammit! 

LYDIA drops rhe feather du.seer in fright. 

GR.A.CE 
You know what's happening here ... you k:aow because it 
happened to you, too! Tell me! Tell me! 

LYDIA opens her mouth in an e:caggerated way, uttering a wordless gargle, though we 
do not kn.ow if it is out of fear or because she wants to SfI'/ something. 

GRACE drags her to a table where there is a notepad and a pen. 

GRACE 
Write it down. Come on. (She puts the pen in her hand). 
W:ice! 

BERTH.A.. 
Tnat anirude won't solve any-Jung, ma'a..-n. 

BERTHA i'.s standing in !he door,vay. wearing a seriocl.S. solemn e-cpre.ssion. GR.ACE 
. cums co face her. 



GR.ACE 
(with an angry look) 

Oh, yes it will! It vvill if! can make her confess. 

BERTH.A. 
Even if, as you say, she did have something to 
confess ... she can't write. 

Pause. GRACE releases LJ'DIA who ·nms into a comer with a look of torment on her 
face. She then approaches the old woman. 

GRACE 
Wnere are they? 

: BERTHA 
Vlhat? 

GR.r\.CE 
The curtains in this house! The curtains my children's 
lives depend on! Someone has taken them! 

BERTF_A.. 
(coldly) 

I've already noticed, you've no need to shout, madam ... 
Oh, 'Mr. Tuttle, I was just on the point of calling you. 

The old gardener appears in the door,vay. 

BER1R.A.. 
Did you ko.~'w someone's taken all the curtains? 

TUTTI.E. 
(with his usual absentmindedness) 

Toe curtains? Oh, dear... Wo.y should anyone ... want to 
take all the curtains? 

BERTHA 
(watching GRACE oi,t of the comer of her eye) 

To let the daylight in, I imagine . 

. TUTTI.E 
( as if ir wer.e obvious) 

Daylight. .. of cou.--se, daylight. 

GRACE 
Someone wants to kill my children! 

BERTH.~ 
But how do you know the light ca.'1 kill them? 
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?a"i.l,Se. 

GR.A.CE 
Have you gone mad., or are you just plain stupid? Tne 
children are photosensitive! I already told you! 

BERTir.A 
Yes, but that was before. It's a disease that might have 
cleared up spontaneously. How do you know they're not 
cured, if you never expose them to the light? 

GRA<;E cannot believe her ears. bur is lost for an answer. 

1UITLE 
My sister-in-law used-to get terrible attacks of rheumatism 
in her legs and back .. :- Then one fine d.ay ... (Long 
pause) ... they disappeared. 

BERTHA 
You see? 

Silence. GR.ACE point.s a menacing.finger at rhe three sen;ants. 

GR.A..CE 
(containing her anger) 

rm going to find those curtains, and when you've helped 
me to hang them, you will leave this house. 

GRA.CE walks to the door .. ~ERTHA's voice stops her. 

BERTHA 
Vlhat about the master? \Vhat has-b.e got to say about all 
this? 

G.R.ACE goes up to the old lady, holding out the palm of her har:d. 

GRACE 
Give me your keys. 

BERTHA obeys instantly, though her attitude is icy. 

120.THE HOUSE. ROOI\r!S. INT./I)AY. 

We see GRACE.frantically searching several rooms in che house. 

121.THE HOUSE .. CHILDREN'S BEDROOM. INT./DAY. 

AN1\f£ is drcwing ne ... cc ,0 an oil {amp. NICHOLAS. sirting opposite. rests his head on 
his arms on the table. 
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N1CHOLAS 
¥/hat's mummy doing? 

ANNE 
(without leaving her drawing) 

I already told you. Sb.e's gone mad. 

NICHOLAS 
Liar. 

She's gone mad. 

'NICHOLAS 
Liar, liar ... 

AN"'NE 
Sb.e's gone mad, she's gone mad, she's gone mad ... 

'NICHOLAS 
Liar! Liar! Liar! l 

NICHOLA.S crumples up his sister's drawing. Al{NE glares at him furiously. 

ANNE 
Say you're sorry. 

N1CHOLAS 
Shan't 

.ANNE 
Say you're sorry. 

NICHOUS shakes his head timidly. 

ANNE leaves her chair and goes to the mattress, which is blocking the window. 

NICHOLAS 
(alarmed) 

\Vb.at are you doing? 

ANNE pulls at the marrress. trying co make it fall. 

NICHOLAS 
No, no, no, please! I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I'm sorry ... ! 

. The mauress falls co che floor and moonlight floods into the room. 

Alv?vE giggles. 



ANNE 
It's nigbt-time, silly. 

122.THE HOUSE. Si'Y!ALL ROOiYI. INT.1!'11:GHT. 
r,, 
\ .· 1 
\.,__J GR.A CE, holding the rifle and an oil lamp, opens the door of another room. It is very 

small and completely empty. 

123.THE HOUSE. UPPER STAIRCASE. INTJDAY. 

GRACE is about to open yet another door, when her attention is drm,.,n by the la.st flight 
of stairs_, which is nan-ower than the rest. 

. . 

She cli71:bs it slowly until she reaches a small door ... 

She hunts through her bunch of keys ... 

After a few seconds. she tuts in annoyance. 

124.THE HOUSE. RALL - STAIRCASE. INT~1:GHT .. 
GRACE, still carrying the rifle, runs down the stairs. 

BER11fA is standing there. cuddling LYDIA. who still shows signs of having cried. The 
t\,\IO women and TUTTLE. calmly waiting dowr.stairs, appear to be e...-pecting her. 

GR.A..CE 
The key. 

BERTHA 
What key? 

GRACE stands facing rhe old woman. 

GR..A..CE 
Tne key to the attic is missing. 

BERTILA.. 
Of course, madam. You told me and Lydia to use that 
room. don't you remember? .Ai.~d then you gave us a key 
each ... 

GRACE 
Exactly. And now I want them back. 

BERTF-A.. 
But, l,Vhat for? 

GRACE breeches in. 
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GR.A.CE 
I'm not going to say it twice. 

BERIT-{A does not seem to be intimidated. She moves away from LYDIA and looks at 
TUITLE: 

BERTHA 
Mr. Tuttle, why don't you tell the mistress what you 
di d ~'I.: • ? scovere u.u.s morm.ng .... 

The old man takes a f e-w seconds to react, as if he did not know what she was talking 
about. · 

TIJTI"LE 
Oh, yes! Ma'am, dO".you remember the graves you were 
looking for? Well, I found them. 

GRACE 
I don't want ta see any graves! 

BERTHA 
You ought to see them, madam. Then you'd see far 
yourself .. . (the tone of her voice is more sinister than 
ever) ... that ghosts exist. 

GRACE 
Ghosts do not exist! 

TifITLE 
(approaching GRACE) 

Oh, yes, ma'am. I assure you they do ... Toey exist all 
right. 

GRACE steps back. Far an instant, she seems intimidated by her servants. 

· GR.A.CE 
I kno\~ what you want, You want to frighten us. You 
want to get us out, me and my children. You want to take 
over this house. Ever since the day you arrived ... 

The servants do not say a word. 

GR.A.CE 
Now, give me the keys and we'll see what it is you're 
hiding in that room. 

BERTI-LA.. 
Ma'am, you should try and calm dew ... 
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GRACE 
(pointing the rifle ar her) 

Give me the keys, you bitch! 

1~ After several tense seconds. BERTHA. hands GRACE her key and LYDIA ·s. 
\ ) 

\~ ............... ---

GR.A..CE 
{still pointing the nfle at them) 

And now, get out of here. · 

The servants turn and leave the house. GRACE locks the door behind them. Then she 
looks. towards the top of the sraircase ... 

.. , 

She beg-ins to climb slowly. 

125.THE HOUSE. ATTIC STAIR.CASE. I.NTJNIGHT. 

Gf-A.CE climbs the la.st flight of stairs until she reaches the door to the arric. 

126.THE HOUSE. GARDEN -TREES. EXT.J'1-,1:GHT .. 

BERTHA. 'TUTTLE and LYDL4 are standing in front of the three gravesrones. 

Pause. 

BERTILA.. 
(with a distant look. deliberate in her speech) 

First she screams abuse at us, then she mistreats Lydia, she 
ta.'lces our keys away and to top it all she kicks us out into 
the bloody street. You know something, Mr. Tunle ... ? I 
think I've~ out of patience ... what about you? 

TI.fITLE 
Oh, yes, of course. 

BERTI-LA.. 
{taking command) 

We'll go in through the kitchen. 

The-; tum and walk towards the house. 

127.TRE HOUSE. ATTIC. INT.~1:GHT. 

GRACE enters the tiny· room lio-hcino- her wav wirh che oil lamo. ft ha.s a low, sloping 
' 0 0 , • 

ceiling. 

~) Tnere cire rwo beds - or racher, camp beds -. a bedside cable. a chair and a small 
et1pboard. 

GR.4.CE places the lczmp 011 the bedside rable and begil!S to secrch framically. 
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128.THE HOUSE. CHILDREN'S BEDROOM. INT~1:GHT. 

Someone knocks at the door. 

'Wno is it? 
ANNE 

BERTHA 
{off} 

It's nanny. I've brought your dinner, children. Open the 
door. 

We can't. It's locked:-
ANNE 

BERTH.A. 
(off) 

I know ... but I also kc.ow that little Annie has got another 
key. 

A}fNE is astounded. Then she gives her brother an angry look. 

NICHOLAS 
(awkwardly) 

I didn't tell her anything. 

Come on, open up. 

BERTIIA 
(off) 

Al.'1NE 
%y don't you use your own key? 

BERTHA 
(off) 

I've lost it. And if your rnother finds out, she'll be really, 
really angry with me ... So, let's make a bargain. You open 
the door, and I won't tell your mother that you've got 
another key. 

129·.THE HOUSE. ATTIC. l.L'{T./NIGHT. 

GR.ACE has C"..lrned che room upside down . 

. Among the objects stre-Nn over the floor, she sees something chat looks fa.mi liar ... 

It is a rec:angular piece of cardboard with a black X like che one she saw in che photo 
album. 



She takes the card and turns ic ;,ver. 'c r· .. a photo,.,...a h "" ,J., .. o' p ... 

130.THE HOUSE.· CHILDREN'S BEDROOM. INT./NIGHT. 

;4j{NE and NICHOUS .stand motionless next to the door. 

BERTHA. 
(off) 

Come on, open the door, will you? Or your sausages will 
get cold. 

NICHOLAS 
(whispering enthusiastically) 

Sau.sages!! 

131.TBE HOUSE. ATTIC. INT./NIGHT . 

. GRACE, stares r"n wide-eyed disbelief ar the old photograph she is holding. 

It is a porrrait of BERTHA, LYDL4. and Mr. TUITLE. · Their bodr"es have been 
positioned carefully o.n a sofa. creating a srrange triangular composition. 

All three have their eyes closed. 

Printed at the bottom of the photo, we read: 

December, 1891 

GRA.CE 
(.stuttering) 

D-d-dead ... (She .sobs and raises a hand to· her mouth). 
They're dead!! 

132.THE HOUSE. CHILDREN'S .BEDROOM. INT ./NIGHT. 

ANNE opens the bedroom door. 

BERTHA. rt.JTTLE and LYDL4. appear. 

Vvhere's ou.: dinner? 

BERTILA.. 
(s-,11eetly) 

Now, children, we're going for a lttde walk. 
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133.THE HOUSE. PASSAGE. I~T ./1'fIGHT. 

GRACE walks wearily along the passage, holding the photo with shaJ...-tng hands. 

Something at the end of the passage makes her jump... · 

134.THE HOUSE. CIDLDREN'S BEDROOM. L.'IT./l'fIGHT. 

The door of the children's bedroom is open. 

GRACE enters and looks frantically around: the children are not there ... 

She [ifrs he"':' hands to her head, gasping in panic. 

The children can be heard shouting-i_n the garden. 

135.THE HOUSE. STAIR.CASE. INT~'"IGHT. 

GRACE, still holding the rifle, goes downstairs. 

136.THE HOUSE. FA<;A.DE - GARDEN. EXT.JNIGHT. 

GR.A CE goes out of the house and looks towards the garden. 

In the moor.light, we see the children, running, terrified, towards their mother. Behind 
them we can make out the three figures of the se-rvants, walking slowly in a line, like 
three cowboys in a gunfight. 

GR.A.CE 
Run! Run!· .. 

The children reach their mother, who pushes them into the hquse. 

GRACE ail1".s her nfle at the three.figures. 

GR-A.CE 
Don't come any closer! One ·rno~e step and I'll shoot! 

The se-rvanrs keep walking. 

GRACE does nae hesitate a second longer and shoots. 

The figr.,res do not flinch. 

BERTHA 
(still walking towards her) 

Don't trouble yourself. ma'am. Consumption fir,jshed us 
off ... more than half a century ago. 

GR.ACE concilwes shooting. until she n.ins ottc of carcridges. 
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Site goes into the house. 

137.THE HOUSE. HA.LL-ST.ljRCASE. lNTJ!'fIGHT. 

GRACE locks the door and backs up to the foot of the staircase, without letting go of the 
rifle. 

The· children, further behind her, are sitting on the stairs, clutching the banister. They 
are quaking and panting. 

Silence. 

Through the translucent glass of the front door, we see the silhouettes of the three 
servants. 

The doorknob moves. 

Go away! 
GRACE 

BERTH.Ai. 
(ofj) 

You must all leave the house, ma' am. It's for the best. 

GRACE 
\Vb.at do you want? 

ANNE 
', (in a faint voice) 

Mummy, don't open the door, don't ... 

Nl:CHOLAS 
We've seen their graves. 

GR.A.CE 
Ga upstairs ·and bide.· .. Go on! 

Nl:CHOLAS 
{in a whining voice) 

Mummy ... 

GRACE goes up to the boy and gives him a kiss and a hug. 

GR.A.CE 
Don't sep ... 

' .. - . ) 
"- __ j · A}iNE suddenly 1;.cshes up to her mother and embraces her. GRACE responds with an 

awkward kiss 011 her cheek. 
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GR.A..CE 
Don't separate whatever you do. 

The children nod. Then they run upstairs and disappear into the darkness. 

BERTH.~ 
{off} 

We only want to spea..'< with you. 

About what? 
GRACE 

BERTHA 
{off} 

About the house ... about ... the new situation. 

What situation? 
GRACE 

BERTHA 
(off) 

We must learn to live together ... the living and the dead. 

GRACE i.s seized by an atrack of hysterical crying. 

GRACE 
My God ... If you're dead, leave us in peace! 

138.THE HOUSE. 1JPSTAIRS PASSAGE. Th"T.JNIGHT. 

/i.NN'E and NICHOLAS ron along the passage, desperately trying co open the doors on · 
either side. 

ANNE opens a door and signals co her brother. 

ANNE 
In here. 

139.THE HOUSE. L0lJNGE. INT./NIGHT. 

The children enter a room in which we can just make out a round table and a C-.lpboard. 
ANNE runs towards the cupboard and opens it. 

AJ."l'NE 
We'll be safe in here. Get inside. 

140.THE HOUSE. HA.LL - ST AlRCASE. INT.n't'IGH7. 

GR.4.CE continues sirring at the foot of the staircase. poin(i!'!g her rifle at the m~in door. 
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BERTii.A. 
(off) 

Supposing we do le:ave you ·in peace, ma'am ... do you 
think thev will? 

Vlho? 

Toe intruders. 

GRACE 

BER1RA 
(ojj) 

GRACE 
(like a little girl) 

No ... no, no ... there are· no intruders ... there are no 
intruders ... 

TIITTI.E 
(off) 

It was they who took the curtains doW""n, oh, yes, I assure 
you it was. 

There are no intruders ... 
GR.A..CE 

nrrn.E 
(off) 

And now th~y're in th.ere ... with you and the children. 

BERTH.A.. 
Waiting for you! 

GRACE 
Nooe!!! 

BERTHA 
(off) 

Y eees ! ! Listen to us and leave the house. Sooner or later 
they'll find you, and, believe me, that's not a comforting 
thought. 

141.THE HOUSE. LOUNGE. INT.!NIGHT. 

1L"-!NE and NICHOL.AS are crouched opposite each ocher. inside rhe cupboard. 

\,:__,__j NICHOLAS is shaking like a jelly. 

T'ney speck in whispers. 
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Ai."'-l""Nr. 
( derenninedly) 

We have to help mw:r-..my. 

NICHOLAS 
But ... we c-can't do anything. To-th-they're g-g-g.'riosts ... 

ANNE 
I don't care. rm not afraid of ghosts. Listen, wait for me 
here, I'll be back in a minute ... 

NICHOLAS 
No, no, no ... ! Mummy· said we shouldn't separate. 

ANNE 
I can't leave her on her own! 

NICHOLAS is verging on hysteria. .A.1.'llv'E makes a gesture of annoyance and decides to 
.stay with her brother. 

Suddenly, the girl frowns, ~ if .something were disturbing her. She looks intently at 
NICHOLAS. 

.ANNE 
Stop breatb.iD.g li..\ce !hat. 

~ 
',_.J The boy is unable to control his panting. 

.... ANNE 
Niche las, stop breathing like tb.at. 

NICHOLAS becomes even more nervous and his breathing even heavier . 

.ANNE 
Stop breathing! 

· A...7'fNE pounces on her brother and pu.ts her hand over his mouth. 

She holds her own breath." and looks cowards the door. 

A deep. cavernous breathing can be heard on the other side. 

Silence. 

Ai."'-IN"'E 
(in a tiny voice) 

Can't you hear it? Tnere's someone there. 

OLD WOtviA!"f'S VOICE 
. -:-. Came to us, children. ... Came to us ... 
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NICHOLAS is about to cry ou.r, but his sister's hand over his mou.ch prf!Yents him. 

Someone suddenly opens the door. The children jump. NICHOLAS screams. 

1,.,.-...._,, \J 142.THE HOUSE. H....UL - STAIRCA.SE. INTJNIGHT. 

NICHOUS's sudden scream makes GRACE rum abruptly towards the staircase. 

GRACE 
Nicholas ... ? 

Noise of f0otsteps and chairs. The children do not answer. 

GRACE 
Anne ... ? Children. are yo·u there ... ? Answer me! 

BERTH.A. 
(off) 

The intruders must have found them. There's nothing we 
can do now. 

TIJTTLE 
(off) 

You'll have to go upstairs and taL'lc to them. 

GR.ACE drops the rifle and runs upstairs. 

She pulls a rosary from her J?Ocket and fingers it nervously. 

GRACE 
{in an almost inaudible whisper). 

Oh, God, help me. Help me ... 
Our Father, which art in heaven. hallowed be Toy name, 
Thy kingdom come ... 

We begin co hear, very faintly, the voice of the old woman. 

OLD W01'f.A.i.'-r'S VOICE 
Why are you afraid, children ... ? Why don't you want me 
to be your friend? Come on, spea.1.c to me, spea.1< to me ... 

143.THE HOUSE. LOUNGE. INT./NIGHT. 

GRACE er.ters tire room in which all rhe intn,ders are gathered together. 

NICHOLAS is crying. ci:rled up in a comer. 

ANNE is scc.ndillg. beside che grotip. consisring of five people sitting at a round cable: 
chree men and !"Iva women. One of c!:em (the Assistc:r.c) is plc:cir.g sheers of p(!.per nex.r 
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£0 a tiny old lady (cite same one we saw. in Iile ·~rr.~umon c.r~.:.), W/1(., ~r'r:. ... ~ (.;./;.i.,. 

scribbles on che paper, while her eyes roll blankly. 

OLDWO:tvi.AN 
Tell mc .. what happened? 

NICHOLAS 
(sobbing) 

Don't tell her! Don't tell her! 

ASSISTANT 
(reading matter-of-factly) 

.. Don't tell her." 

ANNE 
(to h·er brother) 

If! tell her, they'll leave us in peace.· 

NICHOLAS sees his mocher and embraces her. 

Mummy! 

''M um.tn y.,. 

'N'1CHOLAS 

ASSIST.ANT 
(reading) 

OLD WOMAN 
Wo.y are you crying, children? What happened in this 
house? 'What did your mother do to you? 

ANNE looks guiltily at her morher, and rhen whispers something into the OLD 
WOW..N's ear. 

ASSISTANT 
(reading with difficulty) 

Something about a pillow ... 

OLD \VON!AN 
Is that how she killed you? With a pillow? 

.ANNE looks at her mother with puzzlement. and then at rhe OLD WO,vfA.N. 

She didn't kill us. 

~ .... / GRA. CE moves co che ,able. 
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OLD \1-l01'v1AJ.~ 
Children, if you're dead, why do you continue in this 
house? 

ANNE 
We're not dead! 

GR.A.CE 
We're not dead! 

OLD WO:rvtAN 
Why do you continue in this house? 

"We're not dead ... " 

ASSIST .~'NT 
(reading) 

GR.A..CE and ANNE 
We're not dead, we're not dead, we're not dead ... ! 

NICHOLAS 
We're not deadl 

ASSISTA.'NT 
(reading) 

"We're not dead, we're not dead ... " 

GRACE pushes the children back and grabs the sheets of paper, tearing them and 
throwing them into the air, while the spiritualists shout in fear. 

',. 

Suddenly we see the same shot, with the same framing, but without GRACE and the 
children, in such a way that the sheers of paper seem to be being tom and thrown in the 
air of their own accord. 

. . 
There follows a long silence. The OLD WOMAN seems to come out of her rrance. 

One of the three men (Mr. NfARLISH). with long hair and a moustache, exactly as 
ANNE had drawn him, approaches the old lady. 

M:R. :M.A..lU.ISH 
Mother, are you all right? 

OLDWON!AN 
Yes, just a bit dizzy. "w'b.at happened? 

M:R. M..o. .... ~ISH 
They made contact. 

OLD V-lOMA.i.'-i 
All three? 
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ASSIST .A-NT 
Apparently, yes. The mother and the two children. Quit~ 
interesting, don't you thin.'<? 

MRS. rviA.RJ..ISH 
Interesting? I was scared stiff! 

~ :tv1ARLISH 
Darling, calm down. 

:MRS.:MARLISH 
No. So far we've handled this matter your way. But now 
you listen to me. We can't stay in this house any longer. 
It's quite clear that tliese beings don't want us to live here. 

M:R. MA.RLISH 
We hardly know anything about them yet. 

M:RS. N!ARLISH 
Yes, we do. We know that tb.e mother killed b.er two 
children and then shot herself. That's quite enough. 

The group s!owly disappears at the same rime as ·GRACE and the children reappear, 
hugging each other in a comer of che room. 

Think of our son. 
•,. 

:MRS. !vf.ARLISH 
(off) 

~MAR.LISH 
(off) 

Our son is perfectly all right. 

MRS. MA.~ISH 
(off) 

He is not! He has nightmares, he says he has seen that 
girl. -~i.d your mother has even been possessed by her. 
Please, let's get out of th.is house. 

ASSIST.A...."N'T 
(off) 

Before you make a decision. I beg you to con.sider the 
importance of this phenomenon. It's not every day one is 
able to make contact with a spirit. .. 
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(off) 
Listen, I have no objection to your coming here a.."ld 
combing the house with your mametoohones and :r . 
ectoplasm gauges ... but not while we are inside. 

MR. MAR.LISH 
(off) 

All right. We'll leave tomorrow morning. 

:MRS.~ISH 
(off) 

Thank God for that. I'm going to look in on Victor .. 

We hear the noise of chairs and jootszeps walking away. 

GRACE continues hugging her children. 

A long .silence. 

GRACE 
I tried to wake you up... But you didn't move. I said to 
myself: It's happened... I've killed my own children. I 
put the rifle to my forehead and pressed the trigger ... But 
nothing happened, and instead cf the shot, I heard your 
laughter in the bedroom. (Wich a birrer smile:) You were 
playing with the pillows, as if nothing had happened. And 
I tha:nked the Lord over and over again for being so 
merciful with our lives, for giving us ... another chance ... 
But now, now I don't know what to tb.in.'ic •.. (sobs). Now I 
don't know what to think! 

BERTrl.A.. 
(off) 

The girl said the very same thLTlg. 

GR.4CE and che children turn ,owarcis BERTHA. standing aCthe end of the pas.sage. 

BERTH.A. 
Then she went dumb ... forever. (Pause. Recovering her 
servile tone:) ~[a' am, shall I have brea.1-::.fast prepared.? 

GRACE and BERTHA look er each ocher wichout rc.ncour. GRACE nods. 

BERTH..\ 
Tne intr..iders are leaving, but others will come. 
Sometimes we'll sense them and ocher times we won't. 
Th.it's haw it's always been. 

BERTHA moves awC?_'\.·. 
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N!CHOLAS 
(whispering:) 

Murnmy ... where's daddy? 

0 \""_) Pause. 

GRACE 
I don't know ... 

ANNE 
(whispering) 

Mummy ... if we're dead. where's Limbo? 

GRACE hugs her children even righ'ter and cries. 

GRACE 
I don't know any longer if there even is a Limbo ... I'm o.o 
wiser than you are now. But I do know that I love you. 
And that tb.e house is ours. Repeat after me, children: tb.e · 
house is ours, the house is ours ... 

CHil...DREN 
The house is ours, the house is ours ... 

\._' 144.THE HOUSE. ROOMS. INT./DA "'v'VN. 

A sequence of dissolving shots of van'ot!S places in the house, receiving rhe light of 
dawn. 

Cffil.DREN 
{off) 

The house is ours, the house is ours, the house is ours .. -

145.THE HOUSE. PASSAGE. Th"T./DAY. 

GRACE and NICHOLAS continue hugging each other on the floor ne::t to the door. 

Mu..~y ... look. 

We see ANNE. dancing nezt co a large window. bathed in sunlight. 

It doesn't hurt. 

· GRACE gives a biccer smile of resignation. 
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. - .. ·---.---·----··-------· -- ··-·· -·--·-----

ie stands, takes NICHOLAS by the hand.. ana moves 
·-·--·-- . --------------·-··· ,o i.n.ii;;. ,v;.;.,_r..;,.,, ,.,,,.c.,"' 

·ands. She puts a hand on the girl ·s shoulder. 

GRACE 
No one wi!l throw us out of this house ... while we're dead. 

ne camera pulls back from the window until the three figures melt inro the darkness . 

.46.THE HOUSE. FA<;:A.DE - GA..RDEN. EXTJDAY. 

Vear the main entrance there is a black 1945 Ford. 

A boy-comes out of the house, and helps the OLD LADY to get into the car . 

. MRS. MAP.LISH sirs in the front. 

The boy looks towards the house. MR. }.t[ARLJSH rests a hand on his shoulder. 

Come on, Victor. 

VICTOR and his father get into the car. 

The car drives off down the main driveway. 

~ 147.THE HOUSE. GARDEN GATE. EXT./DAY. 
"-._.I 

The car drives towards the entrance gate. 

Afar man c"n blue overatls is-harrgfrzg something on one of the iron bars of the gate. He 
waves to the occupants of the car. 

The car passes through. the entrance and drives crway up the road. 

Tne man in the blue overalls closes the gate. We then see that what he has hung on the 
gate is a sign which says.'. 

FOR SALE. 
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The End 

September, 1998 

Translation: Walter Leonard. 
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